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ABSTRACT

Facilities for Adults with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) have the potential to
enhance the quality of life through the built environment and the comprehensive
services they provide. In the United States, there are few facilities that exist, many of
which focus on disabilities, thus rendering the facility an accommodator rather than
an enabler. According to Sherry Ahrentzen, PhD, and Kim Steele:
“Architects and housing providers have little familiarity in how
design can best accommodate and ameliorate the challenges
and conditions faced by adults with autism...” (Ahrentzen 2009)
This project aims to create a series of design guidelines that are informed by
best practice case studies, a review of literature in the fields of Environmental
Psychology and Biophilia, and existing design guidelines for ASD learning and living
environments. It will address the need for a prototype facility that will provide the
opportunity for ASD adults (19yrs+) to live a fulfilling and independent lifestyle. The
resulting prototype design illustrates the application of these design guidelines,
seeking to improve the overall quality of life for persons with ASDs by providing
comprehensive services, fostering health and wellness, increasing independence,
reducing behavioral outbursts, improving skills, and increasing community
integration.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Context
Many people are connected to individuals with autism. Those who do not have a
personal connection to autism, may be familiar with it from movies like Rain Man
in 1989 or from famous real life adults with autism, such as Temple Grandin. Dustin
Hoffman’s character Raymond Babbit and real life author Temple Grandin, represent
only a small part of the spectrum of disorders classified as Autism Spectrum
Disorders (ASDs) (Ahrentzen 2009). In fact, many adults with autism are not savants,
but instead suffer from intellectual impairments. Neuro-typicals often have difficulty
understanding what is means to be autistic. ”Neuro-typical” refers to persons without
autism or any mental, cognitive, behavioral, or social disorders; a person who is
considered to possess typical “neuro” processes and responses consistent with those
perceived to be normal (UK National Autism Society-“How to Talk About Autism”).
Figure 1: Dustin Hoffman in Rain Man, 1989
(http://static.guim.co.uk)

The media consistently stereotypes individuals with ASDs, painting an unrealistic
image of the range of disorders diagnosed today. The challenge to understand and
design for the spectrum of ASDs, as neuro-typical architects, is the motivating driver
of this project.
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Unfortunately, services within the United States specifically geared towards adults
with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) are insufficient. Foremost, the rising rate of
diagnosis has caused a significant service gap. There are simply not enough facilities
for the 88,000 people with developmental disabilities who are on wait lists for housing
(Ahrentzen 2009). Secondly, many of these facilities are not suitable environments
for individuals along the entire spectrum of ASDs. Parents feel that their young
adults with ASDs are not receiving the vocational, residential, and therapeutic
services they need because even existing programs do not fully understand how
to work with individuals across the autism spectrum (MacNeil 2011). This is partly a
result of unqualified caregivers.

Unlike other disability groups, individuals on the autism spectrum often require
twenty-four hour support. Since hiring an autism caregiver is risky and expensive,
many are left with under-trained individuals. Caregivers should be trained in
medication distribution, sign-language, Applied Behavior Analysis, seizure
management, CPR, and first aid, but since there is no regulatory process for autism
caregivers, many caregivers do not meet these standards. Caregiver credentials
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decrease significantly outside of regulated learning environments where trained
speech therapists and occupational therapists have master’s degrees and are
required to acquire continuing education credits throughout their careers. The
credentials required to work as a caregiver for autism include: high school diploma,
driver’s license and a criminal background check (MacNeil 2011). This significant
decrease in caregiver qualifications reflects the neglect adult services is receiving in
the United States and the need for a regulated care environment.

In general, ASDs are an extremely complicated diagnosis group that requires
specialized comprehensive care from highly trained professionals that is unique
from other special needs services. For adults with ASDs who live in group homes,
it is too expensive to hire a well-qualified caregiver and to pay for therapy with a
professional therapist. Thus, care provided by certified caregivers and professional
therapists in a regulated live.work.play.learn facility will improve the overall quality
of life for adults with ASDs. The facility should aim to be a self-sufficient, therapeutic,
and enabling environment.
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Design Issues
Existing services, both for adults and children with ASDs, struggle to accommodate
the needs of their clientele. In fact, most learning centers or residential communities
do not offer environments designed specifically for the needs of autism. Often
times, the psychological response of individuals, particularly those with ASDs, to the
built environment, are misunderstood by the architect (Canter 1974, 5). The physical
stimuli found within many conventional settings may be disturbing or distracting.
It is important to understand that there is a direct relationship between design and
psychological response. This project uses concepts and theories developed in the
field of Environmental Psychology to understand how the environment can improve
the experience of settings designed to accommodate the needs of individuals with
ASDs.

The few facilities that recognize the connection between the built environment and
its occupants with ASDs are often designed only to accommodate impairments,
forgetting to create challenging environments that improve quality of life and
enable individuals to be more independent, develop skills, or increase their sense
of self-worth. Christopher Henry, an architecture critic for ArchDaily, argues that
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designers should create inspiring and meaningful designs guided by the focus to
enable, rather than simply making individuals with ASDs less disabled (Henry 2011,
1).

One of the most successful models in caring for individuals with ASDs is Bittersweet
Farms in Ohio. Bittersweet Farms focuses on the abilities of its residents. This
Figure 2: Sign, Bittersweet Farm, Ohio (http://
www.toledoblade.com

residential and vocational facility requires staff to know each ASD individual’s likes,
dislikes, abilities, and disabilities, in order to appropriately assist their ASD individual
with tasks and guide them through the environment. This caregiver approach, if
applied to design, can be empowering. Unlike Bittersweet Farm’s approach, other
facilities focus on disabilities and limitation, often neglecting the potential to enable

Figure 3: Bittersweet Farm, Ohio (http://www.
toledoblade.com

individuals to improve their behaviors. Similarly, existing facilities struggle to
accommodate the spectrum of needs without neutralizing the environment. Some
designers choose to strip the environment of all internal and external stimuli, or
reduce all forms of social space. This approach not only focuses on accommodation,
but it neglects the needs of the neuro-typical staff (Henry 2011, 2). Unfortunately, it
is difficult to design for the needs of the spectrum and neuro-typicals.
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The spectrum of needs makes ASDs an extremely difficult diagnosis to accommodate
in a single facility. The best way to explain the spectrum of needs is to use the common
phrase, “when you have met an autistic person, you have only met one autistic
person…” (UK National Autism Society-“How to Talk About Autism”). This is a common
struggle for designers to overcome. How does an environment accommodate a
spectrum of needs while challenging individuals to improve themselves? This thesis
will explore ways to balance design to enhance environments for individuals along
the entire spectrum from neuro-typical to autistic. It will challenge conventional
solutions by providing a new set of design guidelines for these facilities.

Figure 4: Stephen Wiltshire, NYC Artist with
Autism, (Photo by Barcroft Media)

Figure 5: Dustin Hoffman in Rain Man
(http://postnoon.com)

Figure 6: Man with Autism & His Caregiver
(NHRegister.com)
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Goals
The tides are changing. Attention is finally being paid to the design dilemmas and
service gaps for adults with ASDs. With the rising diagnosis rates, prevailing gaps in
services, and increasing number of financially burdened families, a more efficient
and specialized design has the potential to improve employment rates, increase
independence, and provide better environments for ASD adults to move towards a
more fulfilling life.

Architects are charged with the responsibility to create spaces that service the body,
the mind, and the soul (Pallasmaa 71). It is only when an individuals’ physical needs
are met and no threat is felt from the environment, that a person can move towards
a fulfilling life (Walker 43). It is time to address the issues faced by this population
by providing adults with ASDs the opportunity to live, work, play, and learn in an

GOALS

DESIGN STRATEGIES
PROGRAM DRIVERS

VALUES
OBJECTIVES
LITERATURE REVIEW

SITE CRITERIA
CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

Figure 7: Diagram of Research and Design Process (Marchi)

PROTOTYPE
D E S I G N

environment built for their needs. In order to provide an environment built for their
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needs, theories from environmental psychology and biophilia guide the analysis
of case studies to develop a series of design strategies, program drivers, and site
selection criteria. The resulting design of a “purpose built” facility aims to promote
self-sufficient, therapeutic, and enabling lifestyles. These values, in tandem with
measurable objectives and goals are used to qualify the success of the design of
such a facility. The project objectives include: provide comprehensive care; improve
well-being & quality of life; increase independence; reduce behavioral outbursts;
improve skills; and increase community integration.

Increase
Community
Integration

ASD
DESIGN

ENABLING

Improve Skills
SELFSUFFICIENT

Increase
Independence

THERAPEUTIC

Reduce Behavioral
Outbursts

Provide
Comprehensive Care
Improve Well Being
& Quality of Life

Figure 8: Diagram of Value-Objective-Goal Linkage Map (Marchi)
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The resulting design project is a prototype design for a mixed-use vocational and
residential ASD facility. This prototype facility is a place where ASD adults can live,
work, and play. This thesis argues that the ideal location for such a facility is in an
urban/suburban setting, like a school or a park that is situated within the community
and is not isolated in a rural setting. To be most effective, the facility must fulfill
the specialized needs of ASD adults and be fully integrated into a surrounding
community. Adjacent resources are crucial to the functioning of the facility within
the community. The proposed project incorporates a range of programmatic and
design features that promote habilitating lifestyles; nourish the mind, body and
spirit; and create a dynamic live-work-play-learn environment.
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2 AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS
introduction
People within the autism spectrum experience the world through their senses
differently than other people (Lawson 5; Krulwich 2012; Mostafa 2008 ). A neurotypical person may walk into a room full of people with cars outside, dogs barking,
phones ringing, the radio buzzing, somebody coughing and think of all of it as “the
pleasant blur of a busy world.” Amidst all of this background noise and distraction,
this neuro-typical person can lean in and focus to become an active participant in a
conversation. According to Robert Krulwich, “that’s how listening works — for most
of us. But not for everybody.” For an adult with an ASD, “the dishes keep rattling, the
water keeps dripping; he can’t push the background sounds back; he can’t focus.
Figure 9: Symbol for Autism
http://wwwautismtreatmentdirectory.com

He’s overwhelmed. When he gets frightened he tries to escape” (Krulwich 2012).

This chapter will focus on acquainting the neuro-typical reader with the medical
definition of Autism Spectrum Disorders, the classifications within the spectrum,
the diagnosis criteria, and the general impairments associated with the disorder. In
response to the complexity of the spectrum, the final section of this chapter will
present two profiles of fictional individuals who will aid in the understanding of the
needs to be fulfilled by this proposal.
Figure 10: Sensory Overload, 2012
Video by Miguel Jiron (http://www.npr.org)
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What are Autism Spectrum Disorders?
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) are medically classified by the International

ASDs

Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD), the World
Health Organization (WHO), and the Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, as a group of complex neurological disorders (IDC2010). This group
includes the following developmental disorders: Autistic Disorder; Pervasive
Developmental Disorder (PDD-NOS); Asperger’s Syndrome; Rett’s Disorder; and
Childhood Disintegrative Disorder. The diagnosis of one of these disorders can
be extremely complicated. It often requires a comprehensive evaluation from a
ASPERGER’S

RETT’S

CDD

PDD-NOS

AUTISM

Figure 11: Group of Disorders under ASDs
(Marchi, data from IAN Feb 17 2010 N=7931)

multidisciplinary team that includes a psychologist, neurologist, psychiatrist, speech
therapist, and other professionals (NIH 2013). Since there is no diagnostic blood test
to verify the assessment, diagnosis criteria are always changing.

Typically, first signs of ASDs appear during childhood developmental. Individuals

ASPERGER

PDD-NOS

AUTISM

who are unresponsive to people during infancy, fail to respond to their name, avoid
eye contact, or engage in repetitive movements, and have delayed verbal skills are
candidates for an ASD. Diagnosis of any of the disorders may appear between two
years old and eleven years old.
2 YRS

Figure 12: ASD Diagnosis Age, 2-11yrs
(Marchi, data from IAN Feb 17 2010)

11 YRS

PDD-NOS

ASPERGER
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The criteria for diagnosis is broken down into the five developmental disorders

PDD-NOS

Behavior
Social
AUTISM

(for the specific criteria please see the appendix). In summary, diagnosis criteria
includes: impairment in social interaction; impairments in communication; restricted
repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests and activities; delayed
or abnormal functioning of language, social interaction, or imaginative play; and

Communication
& Language

disturbance. This chart explains the spectrum of general characteristics associated
with the five disorders. Although Asperger’s Syndrome may soon be removed from

PDD-NOS
Figure 13: Impairment Diagnosis Bubble
Diagram (Marchi, data adapted from http://aut2know.blogspot.com)

Asperger’s
Communication Skills
Social Interaction
Stereotyped Behavior
Disturbance
Delay in Language
Speech Impairment
Intellectual Disability
Play Skills
Motor Skills
Bladder Control
Onset Postnatal
Figure 14: Impairment Diagnosis Chart (Marchi)

the autism spectrum, this proposal will consider those with Asperger’s as a part of
the spectrum.
PDD-NOS

Rett’s

Childhood Disintegrative

Autism

x

Severe Impairment

Mild Impairment
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Figure 15: Triad of Impairments, UK National Autistic Society, (http://labspace.open.ac.uk/mod/resource/view.php?id=364898)
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Specialized Needs Assessment
Individuals with ASDs may have health issues similar to other individuals with
special needs but ASDs are unique neurological conditions that require specialized
care. Deficits they share with other special needs persons, include: motor and
neuro-muscular challenges; cognitive, sensory, and communication issues; visual
and auditory impairments; and epilepsy (Ahrentzen 2009; Vincenta 3). In addition,
individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorders typically experience language delays,
social and communication challenges, unusual behaviors and interests, intellectual
disabilities, difficulties with human interaction and emotional contact, difficulties in
perception and interpretation of the world, and extreme sensory sensitivities (CDC.
gov). These challenges when combined warrant a special set of needs different from
individuals with other mental and physical impairments.

DISORDER
Autistic Disorder
Childhood Disintegrative
Rett’s Disorder
PDD-NOS
Asperger’s Syndrome

CARE LEVEL
24 hr. Care Assistance

Needs and challenges faced by individuals with ASDs fall along a spectrum, directly

1:1 Daytime Care Giver

associated with the spectrum of developmental disorders. The “spectrum” is meant

Life Skills Assistance

to reflect this wide range of difficulties and the unclear definition within each

Speech/Language Therapy

disorder itself. With environmental and social issues forefront but indeterminate,

Vocational Assistance

their care needs pose a particular challenge beyond accessibility and basic life skills

Figure 16: Specialized Care Needs (Marchi)
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training seen in many group homes for mentally challenged adults. In order to
understand the broad spectrum of needs, the following profiles provide examples
of a low functioning individual with autism and a high functioning individual with
asperger’s. The spectrum of their needs include: motor skill impairments; speech
and communication issues; dislike of emotional contact; challenges with empathy;
restricted repetitive behavior; and sensory sensitivities. This poses an even greater
challenge to create an optimized model for comprehensive services. Finding
commonalities within this spectrum will help inform the design of a comprehensive

RG
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M

Figure 17: Spectrum Diagram (Marchi)
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care facility.
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Individual Character Profiles
Each individual has a complex set of needs based on different behavioral issues,
varying skill levels, unique physical impairments, and constantly changing social/
communication issues. As a result, it is difficult to understand how the challenges
along the autism spectrum translate into needs and issues. Although individuals
within each diagnosis category experiences extremely different issues, a facility
that aims to provide comprehensive care for adults along the entire spectrum must
fight to support these range of issues. To best understand this range, the following
character profiles present individuals on opposite sides of the spectrum. These
character profiles were developed based on observation and interviews during site
visits. Peter is based on a young man with autism who lives at Westward Healthcare’s
Willow Farm, in England. Betsy is based on a young woman with asperger’s who lives
at Kinsale School’s AALPS Cymru, in Whales. The following scenarios assume that
Peter and Betsy live in the United States and are not living in care facilities like their
real-life counterparts in the United Kingdom.
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Peter is a 23-year-old with low functioning autism. He requires one-on-one support
sixteen hours per day. His epilepsy requires close night-shift supervision. Since he
is a large man with high likelihood of seizing, he sometimes requires more care
support staff. Although Peter may sometimes understand verbal communication,
impairments in speech make it difficult for him to hold a job or make friends.
Therefore, his caregivers are his closest friends and learn to use sign-language to
help communicate with him. Visual aids and a strict schedule also help keep him on
Figure 18: Anonymous Autistic Young Man,
(Ahrentzen 2008, p. 6)

task and give purpose to his daily life.

R

A

Figure 19: Peter on the Spectrum Diagram
(Marchi)
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Peter is very sensitive to his environment. These sensitivities can cause frequent
R’S
GE

behavioral outbursts and fixations. Although his fixation on spinning helps to
distract him from the pain associated with the environment, it can lead to emotional
arousal and self-injury, in turn causing more stress. Overall, life is a balancing act
for Peter and his care-team. Since Peter will require a support team the rest of his
life, this will heavily burden his family. Peter’s family would prefer to place him in a
residential care community, where Peter can live more independently in a more safe
and monitored environment.

Figure 20: 1:1 Care Ratio Diagram (Marchi)
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Betsy is a 44-year-old woman with asperger’s syndrome. Although she is somewhat
independent from her family, she is unhappy and concerned about her future.
She has lived in group homes for over twenty years, but the constant shuffling
around perpetuates her frustration and unhappiness. She owns a car, but as a result
of missing her last two insurance payments, her license was taken away. Specific
impairments in problem solving, planning, organization and anticipating events of
the future demand that she obtain support in managing money, keeping a schedule,
and navigating the city. Since she does not have a care-giver, Betsy has struggled to
stay employed, and her family supports her financially.
On a daily basis, Betsy experiences various sensitivities to the environment and is
often socially misunderstood. Although she has decent verbal communication

Figure 21: Woman at Coach house Trust,
Glasgow (Photo by Joe Sempik)

skills, understanding other people’s behaviors is particularly difficult because she is

RG

her own desires. Therefore, large group confrontation can be overwhelming. In a

ER’S
AUTIS
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unable to process intention, belief, or desire of others, especially when it challenges

stable environment, surrounded by people who understand her needs, she feels she

M

can be happier. She also hopes that she can partake in art therapy and gardening to
improve her communication skills and eventually become self-employed.

Figure 22: Betsy on the Spectrum Diagram
(Marchi)
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Social and Health Issues
In the United States, there are few communities that specifically target adults
with Autism Spectrum Disorders. Many individuals with ASDs are on waiting lists
for these communities, while others simply cannot afford costs associated with
specialized care. Those left behind are forced to live in group homes or with families
whose standard housing is not built to provide for the special needs of individuals
with ASDs. Unfortunately, this particular special needs age-group lacks adequate
financial and care-support from insurance companies and government systems in
the United States. Instead, they must rely heavily on non-profits and family.

Since diagnosis rates are on the rise and services are already in demand, parents and
families of individuals with ASDs are particularly concerned about the service gap.
Figure 23: Waiting Lists for Specialized Housing
for adults with ASDs (Marchi)

In response, there has recently been widespread interest in housing, vocational,
and therapeutic solutions for individuals with ASDs. In particular, non-profit groups,
such as the Hallmark Group, have begun to address the issues surrounding adult
independence within the ASD community (Gardner, Chuck, Interview).
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Rising Diagnosis Rates: The incidence of ASDs has exploded in the past decade. The
latest studies from the Center for Disease Control reveal that approximately 1 in 88
children are affected by an ASD, which represents a ten-fold increase in prevalence
in the last 40 years (CDC 2012). ASDs show no racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic biases.
In fact, the only group that is more susceptible to the group of disorders are males.
According to the CDC, boys are five times more likely to be diagnosed with an ASD

Percentage of Population with ASD

than girls (CDC 2012).

Year
Figure 24: 1 in 88 Children in the United States
have an ASD (Data collected from the CDC.gov)

Figure 25: Percentage of 8 year old reported with ASD (Data collected from http://www.cdc.gov/
mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/ss6103a1.htm)
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Reporting States: 14
Prevelance of ASD in 8 year olds
Studied Completed 2008

Percentage of Population

KEY
- 5%
5%<10%
10%<15%
15%<20%
20%+

Figure 26: Prevalence of ASD 8 Year Olds in the US (Marchi, Data adapted from from CDC Study “Prevalence of ASD” 2008)
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Since more children than ever before are being diagnosed on a daily basis with an
ASD, there has been an investigation into the ASD diagnostic criteria. It is unclear
exactly how much of this increase is due to the unclear definition of ASDs, increased
awareness of the disorders, or its true endemic nature. The CDC believes that the
increase in ASD diagnosis is a result of a combination of factors that include: rising
awareness of the disorders; an increase in the number of children born to older
parents; and harmful drug or chemical exposure during pregnancy (CDC.gov 2012).
Nonetheless, a statistical increase in the number of people with ASD-like behaviors
cannot be overlooked. In fact, the call for change in diagnosis criteria has created an
uproar concerning the care of those who may be “left behind”. There is no diagnostic
blood test to accompany the behavioral assessment, so children with symptoms of
ASDs have and will continue to be misdiagnosed or overlooked.
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Associated Financial Issues: In the United States, the enormous costs associated with
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) are projected to continue to increase over the
next decade (Autism Society). In the US, the direct and indirect ASD government
expenditures have been growing at 10% to 17% per year (Autism Society). Harvard
School of Public Health’s Professor Michael Ganz estimates that the average per capita
lifetime direct and indirect costs for treating and managing autism is on average
$3.2 million (Ganz 2007). A recent study reveals that the annual costs for autism to
the nation are $137 billion per year (Autism Speaks April 2012). In response to these
Figure 27: Financial Crisis of Autism as Symbol
(Autism Speaks 2012)

financial figures, Autism Speaks Chief Science Officer Dr. Geri Dawson has declared
autism as a “public health emergency”, demanding that society “rise to the challenge
by making autism one of our top public health priorities” (Autism Speaks April 2012).

There are additional costs associated with the needs of adults with ASDs as well.
These costs are related to unemployment and daily dependence needs. According to
reports, adults with ASD have great difficulty securing and maintaining employment.
The national average for unemployment for adults with ASD is at 90%, largely a result
of their social challenges, lack of training and on-the-job support (Wareham and
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Sonne 2008). Government funds from Medicaid, Social Security, welfare and other
disability programs in the United States spend large amounts to assist adults with
ASDs who live independently from their parents or guardians. Unfortunately, these
programs do not provide sufficient funds to pay for the one-on-one care-givers,
specialized homes, job coaches, and therapy services that help make life with ASDs
more manageable.
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Associated Independence Issues: Currently, individuals with ASDs are dependent
upon non-profits, government welfare programs, and family assistance for basic
income, housing, and healthcare needs (Resnik Blackbourn 2009). In addition to the
over-arching costs of living and therapy, adults with ASDs struggle to find services
that understand their specialized needs. For the most part, financial and specialized
services for individuals with ASDs severely decrease after age eighteen.

Learning Services Gap: There is a significant gap in the number of educational and
training services available to adults with autism in the United States. Services
available tend to be costly and often do not provide the expertise required for
adults with ASDs (Frazier 2008). Data collected by Washington University in St.
Louis shows a significant shift in care during adulthood for individuals with ASDs.
Although 74.6% of high school students with ASDs receive speech therapy, only
9.1% of adults with ASDs between ages 19-23 years receive speech therapy. Out
of the four hundred adults with ASDs surveyed, 20% were non-verbal and many

9.1%
Adults

High School Students

74.6 %

Figure 28: Percentage of individuals with ASDs
that receive speech therapy (Marchi)

needed speech assistance (Foden 2011). For adults with ASDs, there is a continued
need for therapeutic support.
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In 2010, a study in the Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders collected
data on 242 youth over a ten year period. Results showed that individuals reduced
behavioral outbursts and improved skills as they got older, but after they left
the school system the rate of improvement slowed significantly (Taylor 2011).
Unfortunately, there are so few services available for adults with ASDs that there is
widespread fear that many will be left behind.
		
Residential Gap: In the United States, 79% of adults with ASDs are living with parents

79%

and guardians. This is due in part to the lack of residential services available to
help adults with ASDs live independently. In many states, the only services offered
for adults with ASDs are basic group homes that house persons with any type of
disability. According to reports in 41 states, there are approximately 88,000 persons

Guardian
Independently
Sibling, Spouse, Partner
Special Needs Facility
Other
Figure 29: Living Arrangements of Young Adults
with ASDs (Ahrentzen 2008)

with developmental disabilities in the US who are already on state waiting lists for
group housing (Alba 2008). Not only are the wait lists for group homes several
years long, but the complexity of ASDs has forced many individuals with ASDs to
jump from one group home to the next. Many group homes do not specialize in
ASD-specific assistance and cannot provide environments sensitive to the needs of
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individuals with ASD (Barnard 2001). Since there is not a cure for ASDs, education and
training is the only method for improving well-being and increasing independence.
Research from the CDC has shown that intervention treatment and specialized care
has improved quality of life (CDC 2012). Unfortunately, these services are costly and
burdening.

The Looming Crisis: The insignificant financial support and lack of services offered in
the United States has caused widespread fear amongst families with children who
have an ASD. Many parents are extremely concerned about their children’s future
independence. According to reports in 2001, 79% of parents with children on the
autism spectrum are concerned about their children’s future independence. In
addition, 70% of parents report that their child with an ASD will not be able to live
independently (Barnard 2001).

Existing non-profits, government welfare programs and families are in dire need
of assistance to help ASD adults meet basic income, housing, and healthcare
needs (Resnik Blackbourn 2009). The increase in ASDs, the acknowledgement of
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employment issues, and the struggle to live independently has created a demand
for facilities that offer specialized ASD services. Experts agree that there is a particular
demand for group care, vocational training and specialized learning centers (Resnik;
Foden; Hall). In an interview with PBS, researcher Dr. Peter Gerhardt told reporters:
“There are some very good adult programs out there. Unfortunately, they’re
just very, very, very few in number. When we look at the actual numbers
[of children with ASD] that are coming through the system, it’s very much
like trying to use a turkey baster to drain a swimming pool” (MacNeil 2011).
This describes the state of crisis quite well. There is cause for concern for the sheer
lack of services provided to adults with ASDs. This service and financial crisis is
merely the baseline of apprehension.
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3 EXISTING SERVICES IN THE UNITED STATES AND ABROAD
Introduction

Learning Centers
Therapy Vocation
Green Care
Housing
Group Homes
Figure 30: Existing Care Models for Adults with
ASDs (Marchi)

Care options available for individuals along the autism spectrum in the United
States typically provide one of the following services: residential; vocational; or
therapeutic. Many of these facilities offer services for all persons with behavioral
or mental disorders and do not specialize in autism. Furthermore, many facilities
only serve children with ASDs, neglecting the needs of adults along the autism
spectrum. The successes and failures of these facilities will help determine how best
to provide better care in the future. An assessment of these services is important to
the proposal of a comprehensive care facility.

Europe, on the other hand, provides a multitude of comprehensive care facilities
that incorporate up to all three service types. Although many comprehensive care
facilities are for children, there are a growing number of facilities for adults along the
autism spectrum as well. In one such comprehensive service industry, Green Care,
Europe has over 4,000 programs, while the United States has merely 123 programs
(Hall 2010). Fortunately, the United States has begun to recognize the importance
of these green care models and other programs that can combine vocation with
housing. Leaders in the autism research community, such as Denise Resnik of the
Figure 31: Green Care Facility Distribution
(Marchi)
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Southwest Autism Resource and Research Center (SARRC), have been researching
successful comprehensive care models for individuals with autism for the past ten
years (Interview Resnik 2012). SARRC hopes to include urban and suburban housing
solutions different from current group home models and not as isolated as rural
care-farm models.

As the existing services are categorized and criticized in the following sections, it is
important to consider that typically, ASD services have focused on children. Thus,
many of the examples included are facilities for individuals with ASDs under the age
of 21 years old. When discussing a particular case study, this will be delineated. Since
there is such little research and so few services provided for adults with autism, there
is a lot to be learned from care models that serve populations similar to autism. What
should be drawn from this chapter in particular, are the different types of services
that a comprehensive care facility could provide in an optimal location.
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Learning & Therapeutic Services
Learning Services for children with ASD and life skills development centers for
adolescents with ASDs have grown in popularity in the United States in the past ten
years. Services are commonly provided to ASD children in specialized curriculums,
additional tutoring or therapy services offered outside of primary education. They
may offer services in the form of occupational therapy, social skills development,
motor skills development, and speech/language therapy. Unfortunately, adults are
not receiving the same attention.

In the United States there are significant reasons why adults with ASDs are unable
to access learning and therapeutic services. Upon graduation from high school, or
after age 21, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) ends support. In
order to receive government funding, adults with ASDs must apply and demonstrate
financial need according to a specific program’s requirements (Foden 2011). In

<21<

$$

Figure 32: Post 21 Yr. Old Financial Support Gap
(Marchi)

addition, there are a limited number of facilities that are capable of serving the
learning and therapy needs of adults along the autism spectrum. In fact, there are
few people trained to work with adults who have ASDs (Foden 2011). According to
Dr. Peter Gerhardt, a researcher and advocate who has published about the current
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state of services for adults with autism, there are too few programs capable of
meeting the needs of adults with ASDs coming through the system and many will
continue to be left behind (Foden 2011).

Learning Services for Adults with ASDs: In the United States, one of the few facilities that
provides day learning and skill development to adults with ASDs is the Southwest
Autism Research and Resource Center’s (SARRC) Life Skills and Vocational Center
in Phoenix, Arizona. At SARRC’s Life Skills and Vocational Center, there is less focus
on motor skills development, sensory stimulation, and occupational therapy that
is typically found in facilities for children, as there is on daily living skills, social and
communication skills, and vocational skill development. Class size ranges from two
to twelve individuals depending on the activity and special needs of the individuals
(Resnik, Desnise, Interview).

Similar to learning services found at Kinsale School for Children with ASDs in England
and many residential schools abroad, SARRC teaches students cooking and cleaning
skills in a life skills lab. SARRC’s life skills lab is a mock-up apartment with a kitchen,
Figures 33-35: SARRC’s Life Skills Lab, Phoenix
(Marchi)
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laundry room, living room, bathroom and bedroom. In the life skills lab, classes
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Sensory Immersion
Occupational
Speech/Language
Horticulture
Psychology

Music
Art

Skill Training
Life Skills
Food Technology
Social/Communication

Garden

are interactive and directly relational to activities done at home. Life Skill learning

Greenhouse

environments not only help individuals with ASDs relate classroom learning to real

Farmer’s Market

life settings, but they also enhance quality of life and self-image. According to Bran

Art Gallery

Herron, an interventionalist at SARRC, the improvement of life skills helps foster a

Store/Shop

sense of self-worth and independence (Brad Herron Interview 2012). Although

Cafe

adults with ASDs who learn life skills will be better prepared to live independently,

Figure 36: Therapy & Skill Training Links to
Vocational Opportunities (Marchi)

Therapeutic Services: It is often difficult to separate learning, skill development,

Formal

leisure, and vocational activities from what is therapeutic. In fact, most activities are

Speech
Horticulture

many of them will more than likely continue to need assistance with these activities.

Music
Sensory

Gardening

therapeutic in one way or another. These activities include services such as sensory
therapy, music therapy, art therapy, and horticultural therapy. However, there are

Occupational Horticulture Cooking
Life Skills Cleaning
Psychology
ABA
Art

some therapeutic services that require the involvement of a professionally trained

Informal

speech therapy, psychotherapy, and applied behavior analysis (ABA), which is also

Figure 37: Formal and Informal Therapies
(Marchi)

and certified therapist. Formal therapies that require professionals to enhance the
quality of life of an adult of ASDs include but is not limited to: occupational therapy,
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known as intervention therapy. Facilities for children with ASDs, such as Sunfield
Residential School and Kinsale School in England, compliment standard elementary
and high school learning curriculum with both formal and informal therapies,
including: occupational therapy; sensory therapy; horticultural therapy; art therapy;
music therapy; speech therapy; and others. Unfortunately, many of these therapeutic
services are expensive, and once individuals with ASDs have left the school system,
they have limited access.
Figure 38: Informal Therapeutic Horticulture,
Kinsale School, England (Marchi)

Horticultural therapy and therapeutic gardening have many benefits for individuals
with ASDs, whether the horticulture is for leisure, skill development, or vocation.
The therapy associated with horticulture is typically paired with leisure gardening in
residential facilities or vocational greenhouses in green care facilities. In Europe and
the United States, horticultural therapy has traditionally been found in green care
facilities (the green care typology will be discussed in the vocational section under
“Care Farming”). Currently, as a primarily therapeutic endeavour, SARRC in Phoenix,
has one of the few programs that offers therapeutic horticulture. Brad Herron, a
Life Skills Interventionist at SARRC, has observed that horticulture in particular

Figure 39: SARRC Horticulture Greenhouse with
Interventionalist Brad Herron, Phoenix (Marchi)
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encourages social interaction and creates future opportunities for individuals with
ASDs (Herron, Brad, Interview). SARRC offers therapeutic horticulture classes that
allow individuals to grow produce while teaching them the skills they need to
work in vocational greenhouses, improving speech and communication skills, and
refining motor skills.

Sensory therapy evolved in the 1970s by the Dutch with the invention of the Snoezelen
Room, or multi-sensory room. The Snoezelen Room is meant to facilitate mental and
physical awareness, exploration, relaxation, enjoyment, and restoration in the form
of sensory immersion therapy (Curvo 184). The therapy focuses on engagement with
Figure 40: Tactile & Visual Stimulation
in Snoezelen Room, UK (http://www.
communitycare.co.uk)

the visual, olfactory, auditory, vestibular, and proprioceptive senses using mostly
specialized equipment (Cuvo 184). Currently, there is little research into the direct
benefits of sensory integration therapy, but it has been implemented in facilities
for children and adults alongside traditional occupational therapy. Formal sensory
therapy is performed in tandem with other occupational and language therapies
at Arizona Healing Therapy Providers, in Scottsdale, Arizona, to help children and
adults with ASDs improve their quality of life .

Figure 41: Tactile Engagement, Sensory Therapy
at Arizona Healing Therapy Providers (http://
azhealingtherapyproviders.com)
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The implementation of the Snoezelen Room in school settings is much different
from formal sensory immersion therapy. In schools, the Snoezelen Room is typically
used as a method of calming or stimulating individuals during behavioral outbursts
(Richards, Carol, Interview Kinsale School 2012). For example, at Kinsale School and
Acland Burghley School in England, the sensory rooms are outside of classrooms,
where children are brought to have a “time-out”.

Figure 42: Stimulation in Snoezelen Room at
Arizona Healing Therapy Providers (http://
azhealingtherapyproviders.com)

In order to better understand the application of sensory therapy, A.J. Cuvo
performed a research study observing affects of the Snoezelen Room. In one study,
she observed the benefits of the Snoezelen Room in daily life, once a therapy session
was completed. Results showed that the reduction of stereotypical undesirable
behavior, which had occurred prior to entering the room, regressed during the
therapy session (Cuvo 194). In another study, Cuvo explored the relationship
between sensory therapy and alternative sensory therapy environments, such as in
gardens and outdoor play areas. This study measured the effect of outdoor activity
on the reduction of stereotypical behaviors in adults with cognitive and behavioral

Figure 43: Smell Station at Denver Botanical
Garden’s Sensory Garden (http://www.botanicgardensblog.com

issues (Cuvo 199). The results of the experiment show that stereotypical behavior
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is reduced during outdoor activity in play areas and sensory gardens longer than
after a session of sensory therapy in a Snoezelen Room. According to Cuvo, the
Snoezelen Room favors visual and tactile stimulation, while the outdoors stimulates
all of the senses as well as providing opportunity for kinesthetic and vestibular
activities (Cuvo 202). Since the outdoor environment has the potential to provide
individuals with stimulation similar and perhaps superior to the Snoezelen Room,
the optimal application of sensory therapy both indoors and outdoors will rely on
case study exploration and research in biophilism, discussed further in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5. Perhaps there is appropriate use for each in times of escape and
formal sensory therapy.
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Figure 44: Diagram Weighing Benefits of Outdoor and Indoor Sensory Immersion Therapy (Marchi)
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Vocational Services
As previously discussed in Chapter 2, there is a significant gap in vocational service
options available in the United States for adults along the Autism Spectrum. In recent
years, non-profit organizations have popped up around the country to support adults
along the Autism Spectrum, allowing them to participate in vocational activities
that supplement partial cost of care services and ultimately enhance quality of life.
Unfortunately, many of these services are rurally located, and thus require individuals
to move away from their families into residential vocational programs or commute
Figure 45: Horticulture Vocation for Adults
with Mental Illness, Cherry Tree Nursery
Bournemouth Commercial Production, UK
(Photo from Joe Sempik)

to day vocational programs. This section will discuss the benefits and struggles of
rural and urban vocational services currently available around the world to adults
with an autism spectrum disorder and similar impairments.

Care Farming: Care farming is an agrarian based vocational and therapy service
for target vulnerable population groups such as persons with developmental
disabilities (Hassnik 2006, 347). Traditionally called “Green Care”, farming programs
provide services for a diverse range of children and adults that include persons with
ASDs, mental health challenges, drug and crime-related issues, and disaffected
young persons. The goal of Green Care is to complement skill development and
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employment with therapeutic services through horticulture therapy, healing gardens
and landscapes, and animal-assisted therapy (Hassnik 2006, 348). Services on Green
Care farms range from daytime occupation to full-time live in rehabilitation. Workers
with special needs typically participate in farm chores, wilderness training, building,
sweeping and cleaning, feeding and grooming animals, collecting animal products,
gardening, fishing, and other farm activities. For instance, at Butterfly Lodge Farm
Figure 46: Vocational and Therapeutic Milking
Facility, Butterfly Lodge Farm, UK (Marchi)

in England, individuals with ASDs have the opportunity to operate the goat milking
machines.

In Europe, there are over 4,000 Green Care farms registered while the United States
has only 156 Green Care programs (Hall 2011). Typically, care farms are located
in suburban and rural settings where there are rich agricultural expanses of land.
Since Green Care is intended to provide a range of specific therapeutic benefits for
particular client groups, the rural expanses of farm land and natural settings help
maximize the different types of horticultural services offered on site. Facilities that
provide day vocational services in the United States include: Finger Lakes Fresh, a
hydroponic greenhouse in rural Ithica, New York; Heritage Farm, a day habilitation
Figure 47: Finger Lakes Fresh, NY (http://www.
fingerlakesfresh.com)
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and supported employment farm in rural Bouckville, New York; and Full Spectrum
Farms, a farm in Cullowhee, North Carolina. Similarly, residential care farms that
incorporate housing for adults with ASDs are found in small towns and rural
locations, such as Bittersweet Farms in Whitehouse, Ohio and Whispering Hope
Ranch in Payson, Arizona (Ivy Council, United States National Green Care Survey).
These residential versions of Green Care farms will be discussed in the next section
on residential services for adults with ASDs. In contrast, 90% of day vocational green
Figure 48: Residential Services at Whispering
Hope Ranch, Payson, AZ (http://aia-arizona.org)

care programs are located in suburban/urban locations (Hall 2011).

In Europe, smaller farms have been developed in urban environments in the form of
city farms and allotments. In fact, the average care farm size in Europe is 46.2 acres.
The United States has not adopted this shift in focus. The average care farm size in
the United States is 436.1 acres (Hassnik 2006, 353). Perhaps this is due in part to the

US
436
acres

EUROPE
46 46 46

tradition of rural farming in the United States. Although there are social, economic,
and land use challenges faced when developing urban farming, Professor Joe

46 46 46

Sempik, a Green Care researcher at Nottingham University in England, argues that

46 46 46

educating the public and providing community incentives alleviates the obstacles

Figure 49: Green Care Scale/Prevalence
Comparison Diagram (Marchi)
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Farm Shop: In Europe, a model has been developed for street front shops that sell
artwork, plants, vegetables, fruit, herbs or other specialty farm items produced and
grown by adults with developmental disabilities or other impairments. These stores
employ individuals with mild impairments to sell products produced on Green
Care farms. According to an interview with Joe Sempik, a leading researcher who
has published numerous studies on Green Care, these “care farm shops” , which he
Figure 53: Care Farm Shop, Germany (Photo by
Joe Sempik)

considers an important part of the Green Care concept, enable adults along the
Autism Spectrum to improve social skills and increase a sense of self-worth. He
argues that the care farm shops empower individuals by providing an opportunity
for individuals to integrate with the community (Sempik, Joe, Interview).

At the Care Farm Shop in Germany, produce is collected and grown in a rurally
located Green Care farm while the shop is located in town (Sempik, Defining Green
Figure 54: Associated Farm to the Care Farm
Shop, Germany (Photo by Joe Sempik)

Care). Although the Care Farm Shop provides the opportunity for some individuals
to go into the town to integrate with the community, the disconnect between the
product and the process shelters the customer from the value of the green care
farming system. Perhaps a customer interacts with a special needs adult at the shop,
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but they may not ever experience or understand the entire therapeutic process. In
addition, individuals who are unable to work in the Care Farm Shop as a result of
more complex impairments, will never experience community integration on the
isolated farm.

In a different model, at the Butterfly Lodge Farm in Colchester, England, goat products
are sold in the farm shop, which is located on farm property. The farm shop and
Figure 55: Relationship of Butterfly Farm to
downtown Abberton, England (Google Maps)

town post office share a building on the farm that brings individuals from the nearby
Abberton community to the farm. As a result, the community has the opportunity
to interact with and observe the individuals who are participating in the Green
Care programs. Butterfly Lodge Farm offers Green Care services to adolescents and
children with developmental disabilities, mental health issues, drug and alcohol
issues, and other social problems (Goff, Ellie, Interview). According to an interview
with farm owner Ellie Goff, the community is very receptive of the farm and the
individuals who benefit from its services.

Figure 56: Farm Shop and Post Office at Butterfly Lodge Farm, UK (Marchi)
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Urban Art Gallery: The urban art gallery is a type of specialized art gallery found in the
United States and abroad where individuals with ASDs can work, sell their products,
and connect with the community. In Glasgow, the Coach House Trust Shop provides
occupational, educational, and employment opportunities for adults with mental
health problems, learning disabilities, and alcohol and drug issues (http://www.
thecht.co.uk/). The primary purpose of the shop is to showcase and sell the artwork
Figure 57: Coach House Trust Shop, Glasgow,
Interior sculpture and art work sold in shop
(Photo from Joe Sempik)

and furniture produced by participants.

In the United States, a nonprofit based art center in San Francisco, Creativity
Explored, provides adults with ASDs and other developmental disabilities the
means to create, exhibit, and sell their art (www.creativityexplored.org). The facility
serves a range of developmental disabilities through volunteer led programs that
include: a studio arts program, a community arts program, an exhibition program,
and artist led workshops. The services are provided to adults 18 years and older.
According to Creativity Explored’s mission statement, and an interview with Lauren
Marchi, a volunteer for the past three years at Creativity Explored, the foundation
is committed to fostering artistic development, inspiring connection with the
Figure 58: Coach House Trust Shop, Glasgow
(Photo from Joe Sempik)
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community, enhancing personal identity of the artists, changing attitudes in the
surrounding community and contemporary art world, and creating new and
ROXIE
THEATRE

exciting opportunities for artists with developmental disabilities nationally and
internationally (creativityexplored.org). The foundation’s commitment to “inspiring
connections” with the community helps artists with developmental disabilities to

MISSION
HIGH SCHOOL

COMMUNITY
GARDEN

communicate their thoughts, emotions, and experiences through their art while
engaging with others in the community, who may have otherwise rejected or
misunderstood them. It is connected to the community through the local high

Figure 59: Urban Location of Creativity
Explored, San Francisco,
(http://creativityexplored.org)

school and its prime location. It is situated between the popular Dolores Park and
Roxie Theatre, and within walking distance of public transportation.

The urban location of the facility calls for the distinction of two zones of space. The
facility is organized with an up-front public gallery with a back-of-house private studio
work and art therapy area. The storefront gallery along Guerrero Street is open to the
public during regular business hours. Visitors are encouraged to explore the artist’s
work and purchase work in the gallery or online. Although the storefront shop does
not employ developmentally challenged individuals directly, the opportunity for
Figure 60: Storefront, Creativity Explored, SF
(http://www.sanfranciscodays.com)
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adults with ASDs to sell their artwork does help to break down stereotypical barriers
between developmentally challenged individuals and neuro-typical individuals in
the art community. Since there is limited or no interaction between the artists and
the public during normal business hours, the facility hosts monthly receptions for
each new exhibition, that allows the public to meet the artists directly.

Sale proceeds from the gallery are returned to the artists with a small percentage
returned to the Creativity Explored Foundation. These funds help purchase more
Figure 61: Gallery, Creativity Explored, SF
(http://creativityexplored.org)

supplies for the artists and cover other overhead expenses. Although most staff
work on a volunteer basis, the sale proceeds from artist work and donations to the
foundation cannot cover all expenses for the facility. Therefore, artists pay a small
monthly fee for services using funding from the California Regional Center System,
Grants for the Arts/San Francisco Hotel Tax Fund (GFTA) or their own private funds. If
services cannot be afforded, there is no assistance from the facility directly.

Figure 62: Back of House Private Studio at
Creativity Explored (http://pinkgraygold.com)
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Residential Services
Residential services attempt to alleviate the challenges faced by many families who
support individuals with an ASD and provide opportunity for independence. Based
primarily on care-level and cost, residential services can be extremely different from
location to location. Although in the US and abroad it is common to find residential
Figure 63: Rural versus Urban Residential
Options (Marchi)

services for adults with ASDs in rural locations, there are strong concerns about the
isolation associated with rural facilities. Denise Resnik of SARRC and Kim Steele of
ASU’s Opening Doors Report, both parents of adolescents with autism, argue against
existing rural facilities. Currently, the only alternatives are group homes and newly
developing suburban residential communities. There are few urban residential
facilities specifically designated for autism in the United States or abroad.

DISORDER
Autistic Disorder
Childhood Disintegrative
Rett’s Disorder
PDD-NOS
Asperger’s Syndrome

CARE LEVEL

Rural Residential: Low functioning individuals may need 24-hour care assistance,

24 hr. Care Assistance

while others may only require help with scheduling, managing money, cleaning,

1:1 Daytime Care Giver

and cooking. But there are some facilities that attempt to accommodate the

Life Skills Assistance
Speech/Language Therapy
Vocational Assistance

Figure 64: Specialized Care Needs (Marchi)

spectrum of individuals, offering a variety of housing options on site. These facilities
require complex infrastructures and perhaps more land. Traditionally, rural sites
have provided cheap expansive amounts of land that allows full services facilities
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to provide unique care to individuals with ASDs. As a result, most rural residential
facilities offer a wide range of services to individuals along the entire autism
spectrum. This may include therapeutic and vocational activities on site.

The rural residential model popular in Europe is affiliated with the residential school
concept developed for children under eighteen years old. Facilities such as Kinsale
School in the United Kingdom, offer residential, therapeutic, and educational
services. Formal therapies include horticulture, equine, language, occupational,
sensory, and art therapies. The campus houses multiple buildings that are linked
by large outdoor areas and walking paths. According to Carol Richards, the Head
Figure 65: View from Kinsale School, North
Whales (Marchi)

Master of the Children’s Home at Kinsale School, separating the educational building
from the residential building encourages interaction with the outdoors and helps
maintain privacy (Richards, Carol, Interview). The private setting and connection to
nature is a primary benefit to the rural location. Although the rural residential school
is for children, Options Group, the organization that runs Kinsale School and other
facilities like it, has recently opened a number of rural transitional residential facilities
for adults in the UK, which are modeled after their residential school counterpart.

Figure 66: Kinsale Cottages Operated by AALPS
Cymru (http://www.chessmann.co.uk/)
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These facilities provide life skills development and therapy services for up to fiftytwo weeks.

At Sunfield Residential, educational and therapeutic services are provided to the onsite residents and day clients. There are two educational buildings, multiple therapy
buildings, acres of farm land, and ten residential houses to accommodate fifty
residents and twenty day-time clients. Most children require constant supervision,
one-on-one staffing ratios during day activities, and three-to-one during sleep
Figure 67: Sunfield Residential, Worchestershire
(http://www.ga-architects.com/)

hours. Although parents may schedule visitation upon request, visitors from the
community are not welcome on site except for “open days” to celebrate Christmas or
other special events (Interview at Sunfield Residential).

Westward Health Care is currently developing a new long-term stay rural model
similar to the residential school. Westward Health Care’s Westward Barns in the
Village of Ellingham, England will incorporate therapeutic, vocational, and residential
services for adults along the Autism Spectrum (www.westwardhealthcare.co.uk).
The spacious setting accommodates expansive greenhouses, communal areas, and
Figure 68: Westward Barns, Ellingham, England
(http://www.westwardhealthcare.co.uk/images/
westwardbarns.jpg)
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professional therapeutic services. Nearby, residents can fish in the lake.

In the United States, the most successful rural communities are comparative to
the green care facilities previously discussed in the Vocational Section. Located
in farm-like settings, these green care facilities provide vocational and residential
Figure 69: Greenhouse at Camphill Kimberton,
PA (http://www.camphillkimberton.org)

services for adults with development disabilities. According to a National U.S. Green
Care Survey, Camphill Village in Kimberton Hill, Pennsylvania is one of the most
financially feasible and effective models that combines full-time residential care with
vocational farming (Hall 2010). Farming revenue, volunteer staff, and donor support
reduce costs to residents and their family supporters. The program is comprised of
250 acres with an on-site bakery, cafe, craft shop, dairy farm, and 15 acre biodynamic

Figure 70: Agriculture at Camphill Kimberton,
PA (http://www.camphillkimberton.org)

community supported agriculture garden (http://www.camphillkimberton.org/csa.
php). The Camphill nonprofit organization also has models in New York, Minnesota,
California, Vermont, and Canada.

Bittersweet Farms is a Green Care facility modeled after Somerset Court in England,
the first Green Care farm for adults with autism in the world. Bittersweet Farms’
Figure 71: Crafts at Camphill Kimberton, PA
(http://www.camphillkimberton.blogspot.com/)
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Whitehouse Campus in Whitehouse, Ohio is eighty acres and includes a live-in facility
for adults with autism. This care farm is considered by leading researchers in autism
care, such as Resnik, Steel, Hall, and Sempik, as one of the most successful models of
care farming in the United States. It serves adults 18 and over with ASDs as a working
farm where residents can “see the fruit of their labor” (Bittersweet Farms website).
Figure 72: Beth Meyer feeds a goat at
Bittersweet Farms, Ohio
(http://www.toledoblade.com/)

On-site at the Whitehouse Campus, there are twenty beds for live-in adults with an
ASD. These individuals participate in vocational and therapeutic activities with the

Figure 73: Bittersweet Farms, Ohio (http://www.autismspot.com/tags/Spot-Content-Tags/pdd-nos-0?page=11)
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day-program clients who are welcomed on site Monday through Friday. Activities
include horticulture, woodworking, art, animal care, kitchen skills, recycling, and
grounds keeping. This combination of services maximizes comprehensive care
to individuals with ASDs on a single site. Since the campus is located in a rural
community, integration with community members is encouraged through tours
and training courses. Tours of the farm are offered once per week and a variety of
Figure 74: Daniel Everett, ASD adult partakes in
barnyard activities at Bittersweet Farms, Ohio
(http://www.toledoblade.com/)

educational services and training courses are offered to the public.

Although the most popular model of care in the United States and abroad, there are
concerns about the efficiency and safety of rural residential facilities. Isolated from
the community, rural facilities do not efficiently utilize existing resources and cannot
provide the “eyes on the street” sought for safety. Denise Resnik, founder of SARRC,
argues that rural service types are not utilizing existing resources in the community.
Rural facilities incorporate a variety of services but it is also much more difficult
to utilize the services in the existing community to maximize comprehensive care
(Resnik, Denise, Interview). Simply transporting a group of individuals with ASDs
on a bus to therapy or activities is complicated and can be a safety issue (Interview
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Stubbs, Sally). In a rural location, driving off site increases the opportunity for

NATURE
PRIVATE
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COMPREHENSIVE

behavioral outbursts. In fact, most vans require a cage to protect the driver and no

Figure 75: Downsides and Upsides of Rural
Residential Services (Marchi)

Rural locations also inseminate fears about seclusion and safety. Arizona State

UNSAFE
SECLUDED
INEFFICIENT
DISINTEGRATED

clients are permitted in the front seat or the seat directly behind the driver.

University Professor Kim Steel, who has published a set of design guidelines for
ASD facilities, argues that “rural sites can be dangerous, due to isolation where the
eyes are not on the street” (Steele Interview). As the parent of an adolescent with
Autism, Professor Steele references a common urban crime theory “eyes on the
street” which was originally proposed by Jane Jacobs in the book The Death and Life
of Great American Cities (1961). As an architect and parent, Steel shows a common
concern about safety in isolation. She argues that the accountability for misconduct,
whether it is between residents or between staff and residents, is contained within
the facility. Furthermore, families are less likely to visit rural sites and the community
may be disengaged.

Figure 76: Eyes on the Street, (Marchi)
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The most important implications to draw from rural residential facilities, is that
HORTICULTURE

HOME

they strive to provide comprehensive services while preserving the home-like
context for live-in residents. Although the location of such facilities is often too
remote, inefficient and perceived as unsafe, the organization of rural residential

SHOP
Figure 77: Rural Diagram (Marchi)

complexes are important to consider in the design of a comprehensive care facility.
The separation of learning, therapy, and vocational services from residential areas
informs a home environment while avoiding the monotony of a school dormitory.

Suburban Residential: The suburban model has recently been developed from the
United States group home and European residential home models. Although the
group home is the most commonly found residential option for adults along the
autism spectrum in the United States, it is debated that it is not the best model. In
addition to concerns about the care provided in the group home model, there has
been significant concern about the mixing of persons with different development
disabilities within these homes. In response, Sweetwater Spectrum has developed a
community model for autistic adults in suburban Sonoma, CA that is modeled after
European residential community models like Willow Farm in England.
Figure 78: California Suburbia, Inhabitat.com
(Photo by Jill Fehrenbacher)
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The newest group home model is the Bay Area Housing Project in San Francisco,
California. Hello Housing, a nonprofit organization and Hallmark Group, their housing
development partner, initiated the re-design of a number of group homes in the San
Francisco bay area. This project, called the Bay Area Housing Project demanded the
retrofit of group homes to meet the needs of adults with ASDs. In 2008, this project
provided adults with autism the opportunity to live in slightly modified homes with
a completely different service model from the traditional group-home concept.
Unlike other group homes, it does not require individuals to move on a routine basis
and it separates the caregiver from ownership of the home. The property managers
Figure 79: Hello Housing “Making” Icon
(http://www.hellohousing.org/making/)

are no longer the care providers. Instead the caregivers are hired by the residents
themselves, based on skills (Gardner, Chuck, Interview 2012).

An example of a Hello Housing group home is the Charmeran House in Santa Clara,
California. The site was chosen for its proximity to the grocery store, parks, and
public transportation. It is home to five individuals with any type of development
disorder. Unfortunately, even the newest service model for group homes continues
to mix individuals of different developmental disabilities, requiring them to share
Figure 80: Charmeran House, Santa Clara
(http://www.hellohousing.org)
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bathrooms, living spaces, and kitchens. Furthermore, the caregivers are not permitted
to live on site, thus limiting the services to adults with high-functioning ASDs.

In the United Kingdom, most residential options for adults with ASDs are classified
by the government as Learning Centers (Stubbs, Sally. Interview at Willow Farm).
Although primarily residential communities, the Learning Center model incorporates
informal gardening, life skills development, and leisure activities like art and music,
with 24- hour care-support for adults living in the facility with ASDs. The standard of
care at Learning Centers are typically one-to-one staff to resident ratios. Residents in
these facilities use government assistance to pay for comprehensive services. Since
cost is not an issue, residents typically do not participate in vocational activities or
employment. If vocation or employment is desired, residents must travel off site or
else reside on more rurally located care farms discussed in the Vocational section of
this chapter.

In England, a successful Learning Center model is Westward Health Care’s Willow Farm.
This facility is for adults ages 18-65 years old. It is located in a suburban neighborhood
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called Besthorpe in Norfolk, England on two acres of land. The community provides
single bedroom and two bedroom apartments in bungalow-style and apartmentstyle arrangements. Its suburban location encourages individuals to bike and walk
to the grocery store downtown. The facility also has a van for carpooling to field trips
Figure 81: Willow Farm, England (http://www.
westwardhealthcare.co.uk/farm.html)

off site. Some high functioning residents even drive cars to off-site employment or
therapy. On site there is a focus on farming, encouraging residents to grow their own
vegetables and raise small farm animals.

In the United States, the first suburban community to provide full-service living for
adults with autism was opened in January 2013. Slightly similar to the group-home
model in the United States, Sweetwater Spectrum gives residents the option to
choose supported living services by a service agency of their choosing. Unlike the
group home, Sweetwater Spectrum specializes in providing residential services for
adults with ASDs and does not offer services to individuals with other developmental
Figure 82: Site View, Sweetwater Spectrum,
Sonoma (LMS Architecture Design Package)

and intellectual disabilities.
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Similar to the Learning Center model at Westward Healthcare’s Willow Farm,
Sweetwater Spectrum is organized into four bungalow style single-bedroom
apartments located on a three-acre site in suburban Sonoma, California. It is just
blocks from small downtown Sonoma, where the cost of living is extremely high.
Although Sweetwater Spectrum aims to include a vocational horticulture component
for residents, found primarily in the Green Care models, Sweetwater Spectrum’s onFigure 83: Sweetwater Spectrum, CA (Photo by
Tim Griffith)

site orchard is only 1.25 acres, which is not large enough to supplement living costs
in Sonoma. According to Kim Steel, these conditions will challenge the economic
vitality and accessibility of Sweetwater Spectrum services (Kim Steel interview
August 2012). In an attempt to counteract the high living costs, Architects at LMS
designed the facility to incorporate photo voltaic solar panels and a grey water
reclamation system. According to Project Architect Christopher May, this will help
reduce energy consumption and lower utility costs (May, Christopher. Interview-July
2012).

Despite the fear of economic viability, this facility will set a precedent for future
suburban and urban communities that aim to better integrate residents into the
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community. Primarily for safety reasons, the sixteen-person community is gated and
does not allow the public on site. Instead, the facility aims to integrate clients with
the community during off-site activities like biking or field trips to the local farmers
market. Although it is too early to determine the successes and failures, this facility
will provide valuable insight for future suburban residential models developed in
the United States.

Figure 84: Rendering, Sweetwater Spectrum, Sonoma (LMS Architecture Design Package)
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Urban Residential: An urban site has the ability to utilize existing services in the
surrounding community; foster a relationship with the community; create an
identity within the community; extend services beyond residential communities;
develop relationships with local businesses; provide services to a wider range of
people, whether it be a café or an art gallery; and challenge individuals with ASDs
to confront their biggest fear—social interaction. According to Shelley, Raterman
and Esteban, it is important for ASD individuals to live in communities and
neighborhoods that “allow them to try and overcome their greatest obstacle—social
interaction” (Shelley 2009). In a less isolated location, there is more opportunity
to provide social interaction and encourage communication skill enhancement.

Figure 85: Carving a Niche for ASD Live.Work.Play.Learn Facilities in the City (Marchi)
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Similarly, Resnik argues that self-worth is better developed when there is social
acceptance of individuals with ASDs. For Resnik, social acceptance is an important
aspect of community integration and it is fostered through the interactions between
individuals on the street, at the local grocery store, at museums, and in the park.
Although many argue that community members will reject or fear ASD individuals,
Resnik argues that community education programs can be used to help prevent
misunderstandings and encourage acceptance (Resnik, Denise. Interview).

Urban facilities also offer a proximity to employment and existing services within the
Figure 86: Community Integration (Marchi)

community that maximizes opportunities for individuals along the entire spectrum
of ASDs. Resnik argues that the needs of individuals with ASDs are so complex, that
not one facility can accommodate all of the services required to provide a fulfilling
and independent lifestyle for each individual. Therefore, an urban residential facility
provides multiple opportunities at a variety of places that may help fill the need
along the spectrum.

Figure 87: Utilization of Existing Resources
(Marchi)
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Currently, the Julie and Michael Tracy Family Foundation (JMTF), which funded
Sweetwater Spectrum, is developing an urban residential model with a
vocational greenhouse in the West Side Chicago that is “close to everything”
(TracyFamilyFoundtaion.org). Unfortunately, there are no existing urban residential
facilities in the United States for adults with ASDs to analyze the successes and
failures.
Figure 88: JMTF Watercolor, Prototype ASD
Facility, Chicago
(www.tracyfamilyfoundation.org)

The closest type of built facility that offers insight into the services and organization
of an urban residential health facility is the Mental Health Facility typology. Cooper
Riis Healing Community, an urban mental health facility in Asheville, North Carolina
is a private short-term care facility for adults readjusting to society. This model is
a nonprofit facility based on what residents can pay. Residential care-assistance is
limited to resident assistants (RAs) and focus is on community style living, central
dining, group volunteering, and therapy exercises with professional psychologists
and psychiatrists on site. Residential areas are dormitory in style with private
bathrooms within each room. The organization of the facility is stacked vertically
with the shared therapeutic, living, and dining space in the basement, the most

Figure 89: Mission Sign, Cooper Riis, Asheville,
NC (Photo by Julien Boyon)
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public services on the entry level, and the residential floors above with informal
therapeutic services on each floor. In addition, each residential floor has a common
living space, access to a balcony, and a gardening room. Unfortunately, the doubleloaded corridors produce an institutional atmosphere on the residential floors. This
dormitory-style living is a condition that should be avoided in a long-term stay
facility, particularly for individuals who have social anxieties.

Figure 90: Craft Room, Cooper Riis, Asheville,
NC (Photo by Julien Boyon)

Figure 91: Art Room, Cooper Riis, Asheville, NC
(Photo by Julien Boyon)

Figure 92: Garden Room, Vertical Stacking, Dormitory Hallway, Cooper Riis, Asheville, NC
(Photos by Julien Boyon)
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Response to Current Service Models
In response to the findings from case study research, site visits, interviews, and
surveys, it can be concluded that the preferred model of care for adults with ASDs
is unknown. There are many different combinations of services provided around
the world, but not one particularly superior combination. For children with ASDs,
residential services paired with school and therapy seems to dominate the market
in the United Kingdom. In the United States, children attend supplementary classes
in public school or at learning centers to receive specialized therapy. Services for
adults on the other hand, tend to neglect learning services and instead concentrate
on basic housing and employment needs.

If a prototype facility is to enable adults with ASDs to live independent, fulfilling,
and healthy lifestyles, the most comprehensive combination of services should
provide employment, housing, therapy, and skill development. There should be a
hybridization of the existing case study services to enable individuals with ASDs to
generate self worth, improve well being, enhance personal identity, and connect to
the community. Elements found in the case studies that should be employed in a
prototype facility include: an urban location connected to resources; cafe or shop
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to integrate the community; horticulture for vocation and therapy; art for vocation
and therapy; clusters of three or four single-bedroom apartments; 24-hr care-giver
support; and life skill development classes. On the other hand, a prototype facility
should avoid isolation and dorm-style organization of residential layouts.

Existing models of service within the vocational, learning, and residential typologies
are helpful for understanding how to fulfill service-based needs for ASD adults, but
if the facility aims to provide specialized care, the services must be support by an
optimized environment. Many of the existing services discussed in this chapter lack
specialized environments that aid comprehensive care. Understanding how to best
optimize the environment is the next step.
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4 OPTIMIZING THE ENVIRONMENT
introduction
For autistic individuals, when a struggle or inappropriate behavior occurs, it is due
ASD
DESIGN

to the inability to process information received through the senses. For instance,
Increase
Community
Integration

ENABLING

if background sounds are too loud, they can act as a barrier, preventing the ASD
individual to comprehend the environment. At this point, frustration and strange
behavioral gestures, verbal utterances, and weird movements are a reaction to the

Improve Skills

individual’s inability to adapt to the environment (Sanchez 364).

THERAPEUTIC

Reduce Behavioral
Outbursts

Improve Well Being
& Quality of Life

Figure 93: Process Diagram (Marchi)

When considering social, physical, and perceptual needs, architecture has the
potential to help ASD individuals confront and interpret their environments to
prevent behavioral reactions (Sanchez 364). For instance, when no threat is felt from
the environment and a person is comfortable physically and socially, a person will
acquire self-esteem and confidence. This will in turn enable the completion of tasks
to be more efficient and lead the person toward a sense of self-worth (Walker 43).
Furthermore, the environment has the potential to address many characteristics
of ASD individuals to aid in learning, promote socialization, autonomy and
independence, preserve dignity, and widen viewpoints (Sanchez 365).
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In what could be an extremely beneficial application, there is limited research
regarding the design of optimized environments for individuals with ASDs. According
to Mostafa, architects should “adjust design to accommodate cognitive patters of
autistic individuals” (Mostafa 192). Unfortunately, few design guidelines exist that
focus on autism. In fact, most buildings that facilitate services for individuals with
ASDs were built before any guidelines existed. Therefore, the development of design
guidelines depend heavily on abstracted theories from environmental psychology
and biophilism.

GOALS

PROGRAM DRIVERS

VALUES
OBJECTIVES
LITERATURE REVIEW

BIOPHILISM

DESIGN STRATEGIES

SITE CRITERIA
CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Figure 94: Research Process Diagram (Marchi)
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Overview of Environmental Psychology
In Florence Nightingale’s Notes on Nursing, she wrote: “Little as we know about the
way in which we are affected by form, by color and light, we do know this, they have an
actual physical effect. Variety of form and brilliance of color in the objects presented
to patients are actual means of recovery” (Nightingale 1974). Since Nightingale’s time,
scientists have developed methods for interpreting the environment and looking at
Figure 95: Lithograph “One of the Wards of the
Hospital at Scutari” by artist William Simpson
(1823-1899)

how individuals are affected by the environment. According to the psychoanalytic
theory, our bodies are in constant interaction with the world, and inform our
experiences. In the words of Richard Kearney, “[i]t is through our bodies as living
centers of intentionality…that we choose our world and that our world chooses us”
(Pallasmaa 40). As the first to study how architectural space affects the body and the
senses, Kent C. Bloomer and Charles W. Moore argue that “[t]o at least some extent
every place…has affected our bodies and generated enough associations to hold it
in our personal worlds” (Pallasmaa 41).

Environmental psychology emerged in the 1960s as a distinct method of studying
how the environment affects people. It is defined as “the study of the interface
between human behavior and the socio-physical environment” (Lew 30). The field
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of environmental psychology can help designers better understand and predict
how users might react and interact with the built environment. In Psychology for
Architects, David Canter associates the built environment with psychological
responses, while acknowledging that not everyone responds to the environment
in the same way and people tend to interact with their environment as much as
they react to it (Canter 1974, 6-9). Since people react and relate to their environment
through perception and cognitive mapping (Zeisel 142), individuals with ASDs will
react and relate differently from neuro-typical individuals.

Research in the field utilizes theories of biological processes of perception and
cognition, as well as evaluations of environments based on different developmental
perspectives like those of children, learning disabled persons and even ASD
individuals. Environmental psychologists ask questions about how lighting might
affect accessibility, or how people interpret sequences of space (Lew 31). The effect
of the built environment on the mind and body is in correlation to how the senses
are invited to interpret a space. Through space, matter and scale, architecture
involves all five sensory systems: the visual system, the auditory system, the tasteFigure 96: Mind-Body-Senses Diagram (Marchi)
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smell system, the basic orienting system and the haptic system (Pallasmaa 41, 42).
The senses mediate judgment and ignite imagination, working together to interpret
the material and spiritual essence of an architectural space (Pallasma 45). In the
next section, the primary deficits along the Autism Spectrum will help explain how
individuals with autism interpret their environments differently from neuro-typicals.
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Interpreting the Environment with an ASD
Individuals with an ASD interpret their environments differently than neurotypicals. According to Professor David Smith, a psychiatry research fellow at Flinders
University (Smith 2009) “people with particular cognitive or sensory impairments…
among which individuals with autism can be found…due to their impairments, they
are forced to make an effort, enormous at times, to get to grasp and understand the
environment around them” (Sanchez 2011, 364). As a result of such impairments,
an ASD individual may compensate with an unusual behavior in an attempt to
better understand their environment (Lawson 16). For instance, an individual may
inspect their feet while walking, or watch their hands while doing something. In
order to best understand why and how individuals with ASDs interpret and react to
their environment and how the built environment may aid individuals with ASDs, a
Figure 97: Advanced Full Spectrum Housing
Report (Ahrentzen 2009)

discussion of primary deficits is necessary.

Social and Communication Deficits: Individuals with ASDs typically have social
and communication deficits that are caused by an impairment in cognitive
processing referred to as Theory of Mind. Theory of Mind is the blindness to other
people’s mental states (Ozonoff 1082). For instance, an autistic individual may be
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unable to understand intention, belief, or desires of others, especially when they
challenge the subjects’ own desires (Ozonoff 1082). As a result, ASD individuals
have difficulty empathizing and relating to others (Baron-Cohen 64). This helps to
explain the common social impairments, chaotic verbal messages, and lack of selfconsciousness that exists within the autism spectrum (Sanchez 367). According to a
clinical study by Sally Ozonoff in 1991, Theory of Mind deficits are widespread within
the Autism Spectrum (Ozonoff 1094). As a universal deficit, the built environment
has a responsibility to assist those with Theory of Mind deficits.
Figure 98: Universal Empathy Symbol
(www.empathysymbol.com)

The built environment needs to respond to the lack of empathy and limited social
skills associated with Theory of Mind deficits by focusing on control. Conversation
between individuals with different social skill levels, a variety of proxemics issues,
and limited empathy is overwhelming for everyone involved, including neurotypicals. Providing a sense of control to each individual helps to reduce anxiety
associated with social interactions. Thus, the built environment should encourage
social interactions, where appropriate, in a variety of spaces that accommodate a
range of preferences. This allows those with theory of mind deficits to improve social
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and communication skills in a protected environment of their choosing.

Life Skill Challenges: Individuals with ASDs have difficulty problem solving, adapting
to change, concentrating, and planning. This can cause deficits in life skills required to
live and work independently. According to Professor Sally Ozonoff, a well published
psychologist who researches autism at University of California Davis, these deficits
are related to “Executive Functioning”, which is a universal deficit found in 96% of
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING DEFICITS 96%

individuals with an ASD (Ozonoff 1082). Executive Functioning is a system of the

Figure 99: Primary & Universal Deficits (Marchi)

brain in the prefrontal cortex that allows individuals to be flexible in problem solving,
adapting to changes in everyday life (Frith; Ozonoff 1082). This impairment limits

Prefrontal Cortex
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Figure 100: Impairment Areas due to Executive
Functioning Deficits (Marchi)

their ability to carry tasks out such as eating and walking, focus attention, discern
stimulus to create perception hierarchies, and complete a planned goal (Sanchez
368). For some individuals with extreme cases of autism, Executive Functioning
deficits can lead to difficulty in basic everyday functions like walking and eating.
On the other hand, individuals with milder autism may experience it when they are
unable to concentrate in a classroom environment or navigate through a building.
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The built environment has the potential to aid those with Executive Functioning
deficits by reducing distractions, simplifying wayfinding, increasing consistency,
and easing transition where change is necessary. Removing external distractions
such as views to the outside, shifting patterns of light, and noise helps to simplify
the environment and increase concentration. As a result, the environment helps
individuals on the autism spectrum to concentrate and focus on tasks in classrooms
and everyday life. Similarly, the reduction of complex stimulus in the environment
will allow those who face challenges discerning stimulus and creating perceptual
hierarchies to better interpret the environment. Thus, wayfinding cues should be
highly visible and very simple.

PERCEPTION

PROCESSING

Sensory Sensitivities: When ASD individuals are unable to deal with the environment,
often times they shut down, blocking out all incoming stimuli. In such cases, the
individual will withdraw, avoid, or engage in a routine or ritual (Lawson 15). This

SENSORY
INTEGRATION
Figure 101: Impairment Areas that Cause
Sensory Issues (Marchi)

is commonly referred to as a “sensory shutdown”. Sensory shutdown is a result
of Sensory Integration Dysfunction, Delayed Processing, Gestalt Perception,
Fragmented Perception, and Distorted Perception. In general, perception helps to
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shape experience and interpret the world (Lawson 6). But since individuals with
autism interpret sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and textures differently from neurotypicals, the world can be overwhelming, confusing, and stressful (Lawson 6).

Sensory Integration Dysfunction (SID) is a condition that causes either hypo- or
hyper- sensitivity to sensory stimuli (Vincenta 2). For a hypersensitive individual, a

SENSORY INPUT

particular sense may work too well, thus causing an information overload (Lawson
PROCESSING

7). In response, the hypersensitive individual may choose to calm themselves down
RESPONSE

Figure 102: Sensory Processing Response
From Hypersensitive Individual (Marchi)

or distract themselves away from the pain by rocking, swinging, hitting, pressing,
covering his or her eyes, flapping, twisting, or spinning. This person most likely has
difficultly walking on uneven surfaces; avoids smells, people, and touch; dislikes
bright lights; and dislikes noise (Lawson 8). When the brain is unable to filter irrelevant
sensory information, one small thing in the environment can cause a sensory
overload. Patterns, bright lights, and colors are a few of the most common triggers
of sensory overload (Lawson 9). When sensory overload occurs, what the individual
is seeing, hearing, feeling requires a longer process of configuring the perceptions
to reach an understanding of the object, situation, or environment (Lawson 13).

Figure 103: Sensory Overload Diagram (Marchi)
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This is referred to as Delayed Processing. On the other hand, individuals who lack
sensory processing altogether are called hyposensitive. The brain in the case of the

SENSORY INPUT

hyposensitive individual with ASDs is simply not receiving the sensory information.
PROCESSING

In order for a hyposensitive individual to stimulate their nervous system and regain
RESPONSE

Figure 104: Sensory Processing Response
From Hyposensitive Individual (Marchi)

sensory processing, he or she may bang on objects; seek out or cause noises; selfinjure; lick objects; become fixated on light or bright objects; or run around (Lawson
8). The built environment can respond to both hyposensitive and hypersensitive
individuals by providing a variety of spaces. These spaces should vary in size, shape,
color, light, sound quality, materiality, and function.

Gestalt Perception affects the ability of individuals with autism to interpret sensory
input from the world to form a holistic interpretation from the single sensory details
(Bogdashina 2005). For example, some ASD individuals, who cannot integrate details
into a meaningful whole, lack the ability to use Gestalt Perception (Sanchez 367).
On the other end of the spectrum, some Autistic individuals may perceive that the
existence of the whole is dependent on all the parts equally. As a result, this person
will have difficulty accepting changes in details. This may lead them to fixations
Figure 105: Foreground Background Test
(Marchi, adapted from http://faculty.tcc.fl.edu)
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on minute changes in the environment, which can be disorienting, causing fear,
stress, and frustration. In general, Gestalt Perception is a concept that can explain
the difficulty faced by ASD individuals when developing hierarchical systems of

PROXIMITY

CLOSURE

understanding that help filter the foreground from the background (Lawson 10).
Those who struggle to overcome Gestalt Perception may face impairments in the
following: the ability to filter out visual stimuli; the ability to screen out background
noise; the ability to distinguish between tactile stimuli of different intensity;

SIMILARITY

CONTINUITY

Figure 106: Impairments in Gestalt Perception
(Marchi)

the ability to distinguish between strong and weak smell or taste; the ability to
coordinate body position and movement of body parts; the ability to distinguish
between inner and outer movements or sensations; frustration in a crowded room;
clumsiness; stiffness; fixation on detail (Lawson 10). In response, many autistic
individuals remove themselves from overwhelming stimuli (Lawson 6). The built
environment can provide spaces that allow individuals to relieve stress by escaping
unwanted stimulation experienced in complex environments. Some individuals
may prefer to retreat to a womb-like space void of all stimuli while others deal with
stress by running around (Nguyen 2008).
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Navigational Challenges: Although researchers do not know the correlation between
wayfinding challenges and ASDs, impairments in cognitive mapping, perception and
the cerebral mechanism have been linked to navigational challenges. “Cognitive
Mapping” is a technique the brain uses to navigate the physical environment. It is
used unconsciously but is necessary to complete nearly all daily tasks. Cognitive

Figure 107: Cognitive Mapping Deficits Lead to
Wayfinding Impairments (Marchi)

maps are stored in the brain’s hippocampus and parietal regions, linking our senses
to memories (Zeisel 148). In order to create a cognitive map, the brain determines
landmarks, remembers spatial relations among objects, and absorbs sensory
information to gather more meaning from a place (Zeisel 149).

HIPPOCAMPUS

Figure 108: Hippocampus Controls Cognitive
Mapping (Marchi)
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Figure 109: Fragmented Perception Impairs Holistic Understanding (Marchi)
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The Theory of Central Coherence discusses the particular impairment of the cerebral
mechanism that limits the ability of individuals with ASDs to form cognitive maps.
Unlike neuro-typical individuals who assign meaning to stimulus and extract
information from its context, individuals with ASDs often experience Fragmented
Perception (Sanchez 367). Fragmented Perception is the inability to extract meaning
Figure 110: Fixation on Details like Leaves on
Trees (www.wallcoo.net)

from mental images and sensory input to create a holistic understanding or
cognitive map. This results in narrow focusing of attention, fear of change, difficulty
wayfinding, fixation on details, and a disconnection with reality (Sanchez 367). In
turn, experiences can be meaningless and frightening causing individuals to become
lost easily, resist change, and misinterpret a verbal communication (Lawson 12). The
built environment has a responsibility to individuals with Fragmented Perception.

Figure 111: Theory of Central Coherence,
Whole from Parts (www.friedalovesbread.com)

A building should be designed in such a way that the environment is simple and
easily navigated by those unable to interpret its parts into a meaningful whole.
Since interpreting directions and extracting information from the environment is a
challenge for individuals with fragmented perception, the built environment should
provide intuitive wayfinding systems that do not rely on maps and signs.
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Figure 112: Behaviors Resulting from Primary Deficits (Marchi)
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Multi-Sensory Factors in the Built Environment
Spatial Environment: The spatial environment can give rise to human behavior that
can positively and negatively impact individuals with ASDs. Unfortunately, the
influences that size and shape of space have on human behavior, space utilization,
and function is not easily predicted. According to Environmental Psychologist David
Canter, stimulation from the spatial environment can give rise to unwanted feelings,
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Figure 113: Negative Effects of Size and Space
on Behavior (Marchi)
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Figure 114: Comfortable Experience in Space
(Marchi)

such as loss of control and imbalance (Center 1975, 156-157). For adults with ASDs,
loss of control and imbalance can increase anxiety, cause behavioral outbursts, and
prevent skill development.

Unwanted experiences and behaviors are typically a result of a violation of personal
space, unwanted isolation, crowding, or lack of privacy (Canter 1975, 163). In order for
individuals with ASDs to comfortably experience a spatial environment that is void
of these violations, peculiar proxemics and social impairments must be considered.
According to Canter, the physical environment can encouraged or discourage social
interactions by maintaining a sense of personal freedom and setting limits on privacy

ASDs

NEURO-TYPICAL

ASDs

and proxemics (Center 1975, 156-157). It is where individuals have control over time
and place of communication and are free of unwanted intrusions that they are most

Figure 115: Unusual Proxemics (Marchi)
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comfortable (Canter 1975, 140). Similarly, privacy and proxemics are balanced by the
arrangement of space, placement of furniture, acoustics of a room, the shape of a
room, and the size of a room (Canter 1975, 147-63). At Grand Central Station in New
York City, personal freedom is maintained because the space is large with additional
intimate areas for conversation otherwise masked by the overall acoustics of the
Figure 116: Accommodating Variety of
Proxemics in Large Central Hall at Grand Central
Station (Photo from Pricanomics.com)

large central hall. As a result, individuals can traverse the scene undisturbed with a
sense of control and balance.

Just as privacy and proxemics can prevent unwanted experiences, it can also
encourage social behavior when it is appropriate for skill development. Social
Figure 117: Controlled Social Interactions
(Marchi)

interactions and relationships can have a profound impact on the behavior of
individuals with ASDs. Since individuals with ASDs typically have social impairments,
social encounters may be overwhelming and cause behavioral outbursts, but in
a facility designed to improve the skills of individuals with ASDs, the opportunity
to improve social skills should be optimized in the physical design of the facility.
According to Canter, an individual is more likely to converse when their personal
space is maintained. This is best controlled with the use of distancing or placing

Figure 118: Encourage Social Interaction,
Towson University Autism Program
(www.towson.edu)
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objects that create boundaries between individuals (Canter 1975, 48-63). Thus,
large spaces with a variety of physical and perceived boundaries helps provide
opportunity for socialization. Once control is given to individuals over proxemics,
the physical environment can be a place for controlled socialization and balanced
behaviors.
Figure 119: Under Stimulation
(http://jezebel.com)

Acoustics, Light, Textures and Materials: The environmental conditions within a
space can either limit or augment sensory perception in space. Conditions such as
loudness, light intensity, textures, and air flow influence the way in which individuals
with ASDs perceive and experience a space (Zeisel 215). In fact, these factors can
have a profound impact on the health and well-being of individuals with ASDs
Figure 120: Barren Cell for Autistic Boy at
Maplewood School, MN
(http://www.startribune.com)

(Brand 4). The acoustics, lighting, materials, and ventilation must be balanced in
such a way that it maximizes benefits and minimizes harm to individuals along the
entire spectrum of sensitivity. Although Professor Magna Mostafa, a researcher in
the design for children with special needs and sensory dysfunctions at the American
University of Cairo, suggests that the environment should be neutral, designed for the
hypersensitive individuals (Mostafa 204), there are appropriate locations in a facility

Figure 121: Over-stimulating Environment Feels
like a Disco, (http://www.n-met.com)
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for living, working, learning, and playing, where stimulation is desired and should be

STIMULATION SPECTRUM
Figure 122: Variety of Needs Along the
Stimulation Spectrum (Marchi)

featured. Furthermore, it is important to consider the staff and other neuro-typicals
who use the facility. Thus, stimulation from environmental conditions is something
that must be balanced in a facility used by both neuro-typical individuals and
individuals with ASDs. Perhaps providing a variety of different types of spaces with
different and adjustable levels of stimulation is necessary.

The built environment can help control the transference of sound and create
a more balanced acoustical environment for the spectrum of individuals. For
instance, “differently shaped rooms and different materials reverberate differently”
(Rasmussen 224). Thus, a variety of acoustical spaces can help shape the experiences
of individuals with ASDs along the entire spectrum.
Figure 123: Sound Sensitivity
(http://www.insidershealth.com)

Typically, the ear and the brain work together to filter sounds, enabling conversation
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Figure 124: Typical Sound Filtering Process
(Marchi)

in a room full of other noises. Individuals with hearing deficits often have difficulty
deciphering background sounds from directed conversation, due to dampened
sensitivity, Gestalt Perception, and Fragmented Perception. It is common amongst
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elderly to have difficulty distinguishing speech from background sound due to a
loss in sensitivity (Canter 59). Autistic individuals may encounter difficulty in sound
distinguishing due to similarly dampened sensitivity referred to as hyposensitivity.
In addition, individuals with ASDs experience difficulty distinguishing sounds due
to Gestalt Perception, Delayed Processing, Fragmented Perception, and heightened
sensitivity to a broader range of sound frequencies. Hypersensitive individuals can
be extremely sensitive to sounds, causing arousal and behavioral outbursts. For these
individuals, sounds may be distracting during sleep or skill development. According
to Canter, “the presence of noise acts as a stimulus to the hearer which increases
his level of arousal” (Canter 65). On the other hand, arousal may be desired by
hyposensitive individuals who may choose to stimulate their underactive auditory
system by creating noise.
Figure 125: Autistic Man Creating Noise
(http://www.timsminions.com)

For designers, noise must be controlled in order to create an appropriate aural
environment for all users. A noise may in one case be created purposefully by one
user, but is an unwanted disruption to another (Canter 64). In particular, noise
contributes to a lot of disruption in residential environments. In the case of ASD
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residences, where one individual may scream or jump up and down to arouse his or
her hyposensitive systems, dampening unwanted noise created by this outburst is
necessary in order to protect other users from unwanted arousal.
Noise can also contribute to distractions in learning environments. According to a
study by Mostafa, acoustics influence autistic behavior in learning environments at
an alarming rate (Mostafa 197). He argues that “[t]he children were better able to
identify, recognize, imitate and verbalize in the soundproofed speech room” (Mostafa
198). The study group exhibited attention span improvement from a median 44
Figure 126: Noisy Learning Environments
Associated with Failing Grades (http://info.
acoustiblok.com)

seconds to 142.5 seconds in 12 weeks of learning in a soundproofed environment.
Comparatively, the control group attention span swayed from a median 38 seconds
to 27 seconds in the 12-week period in unchanged space at the facility (Mostafa
198). The study also measured response times. Unlike the control group, the study
group showed significant improvement of response time in the soundproof room
(Mostafa 198). In conclusion, this study shows that learning environments benefit
from minimal distractions from noise generated outside the room.

Since sound dampening is a beneficial tool for improving skills and reducing
Figure 127: Soundproof Room
(www.dreamstime.com)
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behavioral outbursts, it is important to understand the repercussions of manipulated
aural environments. Although an “aural environment” is the direct product of the
physical properties of the surrounding environment, when manipulated it can
be disorienting (Canter 60). For instance, if acoustical panels inside a classroom
dampen internally generated noise, neuro-typical individuals who use the space will
be disoriented in the unfamiliar aural environment. Since it is important to consider
neuro-typicals, designers should consider the extent of dampening implemented
within a room. Perhaps instead, the dampening should occur between rooms
to prevent transference of noise. This is done with the use of thick massed walls
Figure 128: Sound Insulation Zones
(www.rockfon.com)

between rooms or planning arrangements that minimize noise transference
between rooms programmed for learning. Thus, designers should be aware of how
they are manipulating acoustical environments.

The perception of space created on the interior of a building is predominately
affected by the light. According to Danish architect Steen Eiler Rasmussen, “[l]ight
is of decisive importance in experiencing architecture” (Rasmussen 187). Different
types of light, positions of light, levels of light, and the shadows that contrast light
Figure 129: Light Impacts Perception of Space
(finkorswim.com)
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Figure 130: Ways Light Affects Users (Marchi)

can have a profound impact on how an individual perceives a space and is affected
by a space. For individuals with ASDs, light has an even more profound impact due
to heightened hypersensitivity or dampened hyposensitivity. According to lighting
specialist P.R. Boyce, the luminous environment is related to four concepts that
affect users, these include: task performance; interior appearance; holistic design;
and how the interior is connected to the exterior (Canter 82). In a facility that aims
to provide a healthy, therapeutic, learning environment for adults with ASDs, these
concepts are of particular importance.

Light has the ability to enable or inhibit the success and efficiency of tasks of both
neuro-typicals and individuals with ASDs. For instance, intense light in the form of glare
or reflection may distract, arouse or even paralyze imagination (Pallasma 46; Canter
98). According to Canter, glare occurs when “part of the visual world has a luminance
which is too high compared with the rest of the scene and causes discomfort”
(Canter 98). In response, diffused light is often implemented. Unfortunately,
diffused light reduces the luminance contrast between the background and object
of focus, and reduces the amount of detail that is visible (Canter 87). If objects are
Figure 131: Light Distribution and Glare
(sustainabilityworkshop.autodesk.com)
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indecipherable, individuals may have difficultly in task completion. On the other
hand, intense contrast, which creates extreme shadow and darkness, distorts vision
and invites unfocused gaze that leads to daydreaming (Pallasma 46). Since heavy
contrast and minimal contrast can both cause increased time for task completion or
prevent completions of tasks altogether, balance is crucial (Canter 82). This is done
Figure 132: Light-Darkness Contrast, ThyssenBornemisza Limited Edition Art Pavilion in
Venice, David Adjaye (http://lifewithoutbuildings.net)

by pairing different lighting techniques together. Perhaps classrooms and working
environments should use diffused lighting and smaller task lighting to enhance task
performance when necessary.

The different types of light have implications for health, performance, and appearance
in an ASD facility that may differ from neuro-typical environments. Typically, learning
and working environments for neuro-typical individuals promote the use of large
windows with controllable shading that permit natural light and enable views to
nature (Canter 119; 121). Unfortunately, environments for ASDs typically have
restricted natural light and views (Henry 5). Designers of environments for ASDs
block views and limit windows in response to issues of distraction, arousal, reduced
attention span, fixation on exterior stimuli, and light sensitivities. In the next section,
Figure 133: Typical Work Environment Views,
Natural Light, and Shading (Photo by Nic Lehoux)
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research regarding distracting views will be discussed. In opposition to those who
design with minimal windows, architectural critic Christopher Henry questions
the effects of subdued space on staff (Henry 5). Environments without natural day
lighting and views to nature are muted, causing higher staff sick days and attrition
rates (Henry 5). He argues that the advantages of nature views and natural light on
staff health and productivity may outweigh the disadvantages for ASD individuals.
Figure 134: Naturally Lit Dance Space,
Obstructed Views (www.locationpartnership.
com)

In response, a facility aimed at optimizing environments for neuro-typical users and
individuals with ASDs must balance size, opacity, and placement of windows.

An alternative to natural light that should be avoided is fluorescent lighting.
Fluorescent lights cause aversion due to flickering (Whitehurst 2006). Flickering
,in particular, causes fixation or sensory overload. In addition, fluorescent lighting
negatively affects neuro-typicals. Since it lacks the full spectrum of ultraviolet
B-light, that helps individuals produce vitamin D3, it can lead to poor heart health
and cancer (Shoemaker 142). Similarly, fluorescent light disrupts sleep/wake cycles
and even leads to depression by inhibiting serotonin production (Shoemaker 142).

Figure 135: Fluorescent Lighting,
(home.howstuffworks.com)
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Multi-Sensory Factors in the Natural Environment

ATTENTION

The natural environment gives rise to both therapeutic and non-therapeutic benefits
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Figure 136: Man Plus Nature, Biophilia
Hypothesis (Marchi)

for all individuals. The Biophilia Hypothesis theorizes why connecting humans
with nature is a positive design decision. Originally proposed by Edward O. Wilson
in 1984, the Biophilia Hypothesis is defined by as the instinctive bond between
humans and the rest of nature. Wilson further defines the concept of Biophilia as

ATTENTION

“the innate tendency to focus on life and life-like processes” (Wilson 1). He argues
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that the tendency to “explore and affiliate with life is a deep and complicated process
in mental development” that has driven the evolution of mankind and its need to
make contact with nature (Wilson 1; Sempik 2010, p.19). Since Wilson’s Biophilia

Figure 137: Increase Connection to Nature
Improves Health and Well-Being (Marchi)

Hypothesis was proposed, there has been substantial research on the health benefits
of nature, views to nature, therapy in nature, and other avenues connecting nature
to well-being.

Potential Benefits from Views to Nature: Nature has the potential to restore health,
nurture well-being, increase attention, reduce stress, encourage conversation, and
provide positive sensory stimulation. For example, research recorded by Psychology
Professors Stephen and Rachel Kaplan and pioneering Evidence Based Design
Figure 138: View to Nature
(edbookphoto.photoshelter.com)
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Figure 139: Benefits of Nature, Kaplan & Kaplan
(Marchi)

researcher Roger Ulrich suggest that there is a strong connection between nature
and restoration. They argue that nature has the potential to enhance mental, physical
and social health (Kaplan & Kaplan 1989; Ulrich 1984).

Kaplan and Kaplan’s attention restoration study helps to explain how nature reduces
stress and mental fatigue and increases concentration and productivity (Hassnik
2006, p. 51). They argue that nature offers a type of stimulation that is ideal for
working and learning environments used by neuro-typicals. The type of stimulation
nature offers is referred to as “soft fascination”, which encourages deep concentration
and reflection (Grill 22). “Soft fascination” is pleasurable stimulation that is minimally
Figure 140: Reading in Nature, Soft Fascination
(tranimal.tumblr.com)

distractive. Unfortunately, there are impairments faced by individuals with ASDs
that slightly alter the application of this research.

For individuals with heightened sensitivity like those with ASDs, the stimulation
from even the natural environment may be overwhelming. For example, individuals
with ASDs are often caught fixating on clouds or leaves that eventually prolong
task completion and interrupt learning. Feedback from interviews at nine different
Figure 141: Classroom Windows, Distraction in
ASD Facility (www.prweb.com)

Base, London
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schools in the UK, show that views to the outside are distracting to students with
ASDs (McAllister 2009). To avoid posing challenges to hyper- and hyposensitive
clients, views to nature in these facilities were controlled using blinds and screens
(BBH 2012). Another approach by Haverstock Associates, at Kentish Town Autistic
School in London, was to limit views to the outside by providing only a few small
Figure 142: Classroom Windows, Kentish Town
Autistic School (http://www.haverstock.com)

openings above eye-level. In this case, natural light was brought in using opaque
windows that limited views out (Henry 2012). In both instances, the designers and
teachers aimed to restrict views outside the classroom and encourage internally
focused learning environments.

Although views to nature may cause issues in learning environments, there are
other applications and methods for connecting individuals to nature that provide
This not only addresses the
critical issues in the existing
school but also allows for clear
age progression, generous
circulation and improved
acoustic conditions. The
key stages are grouped into
clusters with associated group
rooms, cloakroom areas, toilets
and mobility equipment storage.
As the existing school does not
have any extra teaching area
available as decant classrooms,
a complicated refurbishment
phasing programme has been
developed following extensive
consultation with the teachers
and governors. This minimised
disturbance to the teaching.

The approach to the building

Figure
143: Opaque Windows in Therapy Room,
design is to respect the
Forbush
School
forbyAutism, CBH Associates
existing Victorian
building
replicating similar forms and ATTENTION
(www.cbhassociates.com)
by using traditional material
but reinventing it all in a
contemporary way. Extra care
has been taken to bring together
the new and the old building.

Magazine published a study by Ulrich in 1984 which showed that the rate of healing
of hospital patients with windows looking towards nature was significantly more
rapid than those without (Sternberg 2). According to Ulrich’s research, people enjoy
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Pupils and teacher love the
new and refurbished teaching
spaces, as one school governor
put it: “Everybody mentioned
how brilliant it is to have the
light and space around us
Figure
144: Stimulation from Nature
and how very child friendly the
toatmosphere
the BuiltwasEnvironment
in terms of the (Marchi)
look and feel of the building”.

benefits, including health restoration and stress reduction. For instance, Science

is Preferred

experiencing stimulation from water and vegetation more than features offered by
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the built environment (Grill 21). Ulrich explains this preference using the overload
and arousal theory. The theory discusses the difference between the pleasurable
stimulation offered in nature, and the overloaded, arousing stimulation in the
constructed modern environment. Constant stimulation from traffic noise and
movement, as well as the visual complexity of our built surroundings overload
Figure 145: Traffic Noise and Movement, Urban
Stimulation (www.elliott.org)

the senses. The psychological and physiological excitement resulting from over
stimulation may increase stress, anxiety, and blood pressure for neuro-typicals
(Hassnik 2006, p. 51). Thus, connecting individuals to the natural environment is
particularly beneficial for reducing stress and restoring health.

Unfortunately, research to-date has not yet specifically considered the significance
Figure 146: Views to Nature within Circulation,
Ifield Sen School for Complex Needs, Kent, UK
Haverstock Associates (http://www.haverstock.
com)

of restorative views to nature on those with cognitive impairments. The distinction
between distractive views and restorative views has not yet been measured
empirically in ASD individuals (Henry 2012, p. 3). As a result, implementing
connections to nature in facilities for individuals with ASDs requires careful
consideration. Currently, facilities for ASDs connect individuals to nature whenever
focus is not necessary, such as within circulation or during leisure activities.

Figure 147: Views to Nature within Stairwell,
Sunfield Residential, UK (Marchi)
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Figure 148: Benefits of Gardens (Marchi)

Potential Benefits of Gardens and Gardening: Working and walking in a garden is a
restorative experience for just about anyone. Commonly, benefits associated with
gardens include stress reduction, balance of blood pressure, and reduced heart rate
(Hassnik 2006, p. 47). These are similar to the benefits studied by Ulrich, Kaplan and
Kaplan, and others regarding views to nature. But there are physical, mental and
social benefits attributed to working and walking in gardens that are particularly
beneficial to individuals with ASDs.

Typically, healing gardens are designed to support the needs of target groups
such as Alzheimer patients, children with learning disabilities, and schizophrenic
persons (Hassnik 2006, p. 45). In particular, sensory gardens generate healthy
Figure 149: Scent and Touch Sensory Garden,
Kobelgraben, Germany (tourismus.ulm.de)

sensory stimulation for target populations such as individuals with ASDs. At the
Sensory Garden in Osaka, Japan, the designers sought to appeal to all of the senses
by dividing the garden into five sensory zones. The taste garden is where edible
flowers are planted. The visual garden is where colored flowers are planted. The smell
garden is where fragrant herbs and raised flower beds are used for more accessible
smelling without the need to bend over. The touch garden provides an area to lie on

Figure 150: Furcai-no-niwa, Osaka Japan
(Shoemaker 57)
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grass or sit on a bench next to a pond of water that contains water lilies and aquatic
plants. The sound garden uses a water fountain that encourages birds to gather
(Shoemaker 54). In combination, the sensory garden is a therapeutic environment
used to stimulate the senses of hyposensitive individuals like those with ASDs.
Figure 151: Earthworks, St. Albans (Photo by
Joe Sempik)

Gardens can also provide an opportunity for individuals to develop self-worth and
skills that contribute to overall well-being and independence. When gardening is
associated with formal therapy, it is called, “horticulture therapy”. Horticulture means
“working with plants”. Typically, it refers to recreation or productivity used to produce
vegetables, fruit, or plants for pleasure. This process has a “side-effect” of improving
well-being and enhancing skills (Hassnik 2006, 44). Teresa Hazen, a horticultural
therapist at Legacy Health System in Portland Oregon states, “for patients who find
themselves restricted by a disability, even the simplest gardening experience, such

Figure 152: Individual Plot, Thrive Trunkwell
Gardens, Beech Hill, UK (Photo by Joe Sempik)

as growing a potted plant from a cutting, gives them a feeling of control” (Waldholdz
3). Individuals who often times feel out of control, such as adults with ASDs, benefit
significantly from this.
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A leading researcher of green care, Professor Joe Sempik from Nottingham
University in England, argues that the improvement of quality of life and health
that makes horticulture “therapeutic” is possible in the form of direct and indirect
therapy. In other words, any skilled person working with ASD individuals can make
horticultural activities meaningful. Sempik argues that an occupational therapist or
horticultural therapist is not entirely necessary (Sempik 2010, p.21). One explanation
for this is that most of the therapeutic benefits of horticulture are acquired through
Figure 153: Social Communication
Development at Green Care Co-Op, Brighton,
UK (Photo by Joe Sempik)

communication and socialization necessary during the activity.

The social benefits of horticulture include the promotion of social cohesion and
communication skills (Hassnik 2006, p.48). As a topic of conversation, gardening
can be a vehicle for social interaction (Shoemaker 161). This allows individuals with
ASDs to practice communication and speech skills in an informal environment.
Gardening also involves the cooperation between individuals. This helps individuals
develop self-esteem as a desirable member of a team. Other mental health benefits
of horticulture include increased sense of awareness, responsibility, and feelings of
self worth (Hassnik 2006, p. 47).
Figure 154: Horticultural Therapy, (Image from
Garruth Chalfont)
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In Chicago, the Botanical Gardens Buehler Enabling Garden offers horticultural
therapy services to individuals with a wide range of abilities including veterans, and
individuals with ASDs or other mental and physical health issues (Chicago Botanic
Garden 2013). These services include: planting, weeding, cultivating, watering,
and harvesting (Waldholdz 3). A formal horticulture therapy session at the botanic
gardens engages a profession therapist with a participant in the process of gardening.
The therapeutic activity aims to improve the participant’s physical, cognitive, and/
Figure 155: Buehler Enabling Gardens at Chicago Botanical Gardens, (http://www.beautifulbotany.com)

or psychosocial skills. In formal therapy, the therapist is responsible for meeting
the physical, cognitive, and emotional goals of the participants (Chicago Botanic
Garden 2013).

Figure 156: Horticulture Therapy at Chicago
Botanical Gardens,
(http://strategicplan.chicagobotanic.org)
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Considerations for Design
The consideration of the built and natural environment, according to the sensitivities
and impairments of adults with ASDs, suggests that a successful facility for ASD
individuals will aim to: improve well-being of users; reduce and prevent behavioral
outbursts; promote skill enhancement; and promote community integration.
Incorporation of nature will help provide multi-sensory experience. Similarly,
a carefully designed built environment that is creates an appropriate spatial and
multi-sensory environment will reduce triggers and challenge skills. Ultimately,
the environment can work in tandem with the functions of the facility to inform an
effective method for enhancing the quality of life of adults with ASDs. Finally, the
environment should not neglect the needs of staff, but instead call into question the
effects of subdued space on staff, and balance the benefits and challenges faced by
both neuro-typicals and individuals with ASDs.

Unlike the negative approach to design criteria, which is centered on control,
prevention, limiting stimulation, and limiting visual distractions, design should
call for enhanced sensory experience that helps individuals anticipate and deal
with their environment. Architecture can provide cues and organization that helps
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communicate information about functions and ease transitions between tasks.
As Christopher Henry states, “[b]y only asking what distracts or over stimulates
individuals, architects will miss opportunities to empower and inspire individuals”
(Henry 2).
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5 DESIGN GUIDELINES
Introduction
According to lecturer Kieth McAllister at Queen’s University Belfast, existing design
guidelines for architecture and autism focus on cocooning individuals with ASDs
from external factors (McAllister 3). Such guidelines focus on designing “a building
that will stand up to challenging behavior, be easy to clean and maintain” (Beaver
2006, p.3). But McAllister argues that designing for the “worst case scenario” is
not the best design because it fails to help individuals with ASDs “reach their full
potential in life” (McAllister 3). In response, this research project has established a
more complete set of guidelines stemming from goals that aim to better optimize
environments for adults with ASDs and establish an enabling, self-sufficient, and
therapeutic facility that will help individuals with ASDs reach their full potential.

After extensive literature research, site visit analysis, and valuable insights from
interviews with industry experts, it can be concluded that environments for adults
with ASDs must aim to fulfill four goals: [1] maximize individual control over social
interactions; [2] minimize sensory overload; [3] maximize safety and privacy; [4]
maximize appropriate connections to nature. In order to meet these goals, design
guidelines, program drivers, and site criteria were developed.
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Goals
Maximize Control Over Social Interactions: Controlled socialization will enable ASD
adults to adjust the level of interaction with others. Over time, this will enable the
improvement of their social skills and help them live more independent lifestyles.
Although it is important to encourage the development of social relationships so
that individuals with ASD can increase their sense of self-worth, it is important that
the design of the built environment is sensitive to social impairments and sensory
issues related to social interactions. This will help reduce behavioral outbursts and
improve quality of life (see Chapter 4) .

Minimize Sensory Overload: It is necessary to accommodate for the range of sensory
sensitivities along the entire ASD spectrum to prevent behavioral outbursts and
increase concentration, while still considering neuro-typical needs. ASD individuals
often respond to sensory overloads with behavioral outbursts that disrupt tasks and
prohibit healthy living. These overloads are typically a result of visual and acoustical
stimulation, sudden changes in the environment, and complex social interactions
(see Chapter 4).
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Maximize Safety and Privacy: A sense of safety and privacy for the residents, staff,
and surrounding community, will promote an enabling facility. When maintaining
safety and privacy it is important to ensure a sense of freedom. Although some ASD
individuals run away from situations to relieve stress, disrupting the community, the
security necessary to keep individuals on site should not feel imprisoning. Similarly,
many individuals with ASDs are simply unaware of danger (Nguyen 11). Thus, the
facility must aim to prevent the violation of privacy and ensure safety of both
individuals with ASDs and those without while maintaining a sense of freedom (see
Chapter 3).

Maximize Connection to Nature Appropriately: Access to outdoor space, courtyards &
gardens helps to improve motor skills, encourage socialization, stimulate the senses,
and improve overall health. Connections to nature should be also be controlled.
Although flowers and greenery can be enjoyed by the senses, they can also be
distracting. Thus, connections to nature should be appropriately located such that
those who desire sensory stimulation are able to access it, while others may refrain
from participation. (See Chapter 3 & 4).
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Figure 157: Value, Objective, Goal Map (Marchi)
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Design Strategies

B O U N DA R I E S
SOUND CUSHION

The design guidelines are broken into eight strategies: [1] implement physical and
perceived boundaries; [2] provide acoustical separations; [3] provide niches space
within circulation; [4] create diffused clerestory light; [5] design a variety of spatial
volumes; [6] provide views to nature within circulation; [7] round corners at circulation
nodes; and [8] implement escape spaces within active zones. The development of each

C L E R E S TO RY

strategy includes analysis of existing best practices in the United States and United
Kingdom, which are illustrated in diagrams and photographs in the following sections.

M I X VO LU M E S
The purpose of these design guidelines is to respond to environments that have

N I C H E S PAC E
E S C A P E S PAC E

been designed for the spectrum by removing all stimulation and opportunity for
social contact. These institutions are prison-like. In order to create an enabling,
self-sufficient, and therapeutic facility for the improvement and enhancement of
life for ASD adults, a facility must offer individuals with ASDs the opportunity to
experience the environment and interact with people. These guidelines aim at

V I E W N AT U R E

fostering the potential of ASD adults while remaining sensitive to their needs in the
built environment, providing them with choice, and giving them a sense of control.

ROUND CORNER
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Figure 158: Goal to Design Strategy Linkage (Marchi)
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Design Strategy 1 - Provide Physical and Perceived Boundaries		
Design a combination of both physical and perceived boundaries that promote
security, allow individuals to control proximity and maintain personal space, but
provide a visual connection between zones of activity. Barriers and boundaries
of differing degrees, sizes, and materials will affect the behavioral relationships
of people within a space in unique ways. A barrier is any physical element that is
activated through sight, sound, touches, or smells to bring people together or keep
them apart (Zeisel 212).
Figure 159: Physical Boundaries Prevent Escape
(Marchi)

Boundaries should differ in material, scale, and form depending on the purpose for
which they are used. Types of barriers might include walls, screens, and objects in
space. A wall will divide and separate people and spaces physically but its materiality
will determine visual permeability between the spaces. In addition, its thickness and
materials will determine whether or not adjacent spaces are acoustically connected.
Screens may be metal mesh, vegetation, or curtains that are more permeable than
a wall. The chosen barrier’s materiality, opacity, height, shape, and function will
ultimately affect the visual, auditory, and tactile relationship between two spaces.

Figure 160: Physical Boundaries Cushion Social
Interaction (Marchi)
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For instance, a glass screen enables visual connection but tactile separation, while a
shower curtain behaves opposite (Zeisel 213). Objects often act as space dividers
or connectors. A couch can distinguish circulation space from a living room, while
a column can divide a single porch into two; a tree may symbolize the convergence
of two space and serve as a social meeting place for two neighbors (Zeisel 213).
The location of boundaries include interior and exterior zones of high activity,
intimate shared space, and dangerous thresholds such as a balcony or street. When
implemented, barriers and boundaries will minimize sensory overload, enable
control during social interactions, and ensure safety and privacy.
Corridor or end
of wall acts as
perceived boundary

Column acts
as perceived
boundary

Chair acts as perceived
boundary and is a
physical barrier

Figure 161: The Shop Around the Corner (1940
Movie, tvtropes.org)

Figure 162: Boundaries (Zeisel 2006)
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Counter-top
acts as visually
permeable
boundary &
social cushion

According to an interview with Ph.D Garuth Chalfont, a leading expert in Alzheimer’s
landscape design, people with social shyness desire to participate from afar. He
implements the use of shrubs and low garden fences to allow a concept called “nosing
over the fence” (Chalfont Interview 2012). This offers privacy and social distance for
those with peculiar proxemics. At Willow Farm, in England, residential units for adults
with ASDs are separated by short garden fences that allow for Chalfont’s concept
“nosing”. As seen in Figure 165, a woman with autism at the storefront of Laden Care
Farm Shop, uses a plant to separate herself from the customer. This social cushion

Figure 163: Social Cushion, Sweetwater
Spectrum, CA (Photo by Tim Griffith)

allows her to feel more secure but remain an active participant in the sale.

Plant and Sculpture
barriers block off
danger of the street

Plants act as
social cushion
or boundary

Figure 164: Nosing Concept, Willow Farm, UK
(Personal Photo)

Figure 165: Social Cushion, Laden CareFarm Shop, Germany (Photo by Joe Sempik)
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At Sweetwater Spectrum in California, landscape designers built a partial height wall
with benches on both sides to reduce the intrusion of personal space during seated
social interaction. Since people tend to converse more readily while sitting around a
table, than they would if they were sharing a couch or sitting in two adjacent chairs
(Canter 1975, 158), the two-sided bench wall offers a type of social cushion that
enables social interaction between shy individuals with ASDs. In addition, visually
transparent physical boundaries like partial height walls and raised gardening
planters divide areas of activity and offer varying degrees of interaction at Sweetwater
Figure 166: Landscape devices, Sweetwater
Spectrum, California (Acquired through LMS
Architects)

Spectrum (May Interview 2012). Similarly, in New York City, Andrew Bartle Architects
designed visually permeable boundaries in the lobby of the school for children

Partial height wall
& attached bench
divide space

Figure 167: Sweetwater Spectrum, California
(Photos by Tim Griffith)

Figure 168: Sweetwater Spectrum, California
(Photos by Tim Griffith)

Figure 169: Gateway School, NY (Andrew
Bartle Architects Studio)
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with learning disabilities. This allows a visual preview of activity occurring beyond
the observer area, which in turn increases predictability and reduces anxiety upon
entrance into the lobby space.

Boundaries may also act as safety barriers. According to the Head Master of Kinsale
School Carol Richards, individuals with ASDs have difficulty judging danger
and often seek to escape (Richards, Carol, Interview 2012). In order to protect
individuals with ASDs and the surrounding community, it is important to design
spaces with safety boundaries. Safety boundaries should provide a safe haven
where individuals with ASDs can be secure without feeling imprisoned (Humphrey
7). The implementation of tall plants, metal sun screens, shatter resistant glass,
Figure 170: Screen Barrier, Formosa,
(www.architecture-buildings.com)

and walls made from vegetation or wood will provide a solidified boundary that
prevents climbing, escaping, and falling without seeming obtrusive and prison-like
(Humphrey 7). Transparent boundaries can allow individuals with ASDs to feel as
free as possible without compromising visual security (Humphrey 7). For example,
glass and perforated metal screens will maximize staff visibility from interior spaces
to allow individuals with ASDs some freedom from their caregivers.

Figure 171: Willow Farm, Hedge acts as physical
barrier (Personal Photo)
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Design Strategy 2- Implement Acoustical Cushions
Acoustical dampening is an important strategy for preventing the transference of
sound to create a more balanced environment that promotes privacy, increases
social control, and reduces behavioral outbursts for the spectrum of individuals. As
discussed in Chapter 4, the spectrum of individuals increases the probability that
one individual may want to create sound while another experiences the sound
as a disruption (Canter 64). For individuals with ASDs who are hypersensitive,
this unwanted sound disruption can be distracting and even cause behavioral
outbursts (Mostafa 197). Thus, it is particularly important to limit the disruption
Figure 172: Acoustical Cushion Breaks down
Sound Waves Between Distinct Spaces (Marchi)

sound may cause for others. This disruption should be particularly avoided in
learning environments, residential environments, and working environments.

Although acoustical wall panels such as those by ATS Acoustics and Armstrong
are popular amongst interior designers for controlling sound, there are other
architectural methods that lessen sound transference between programmed spaces
and do not change the aural environment discussed in Chapter 4. In the planning
stage of design, it is important to organize spaces and orient entry/exit in such
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a way that active areas will be separated from other spaces. Rooms with quieter
functions, can be placed between rooms as a cavity to inhibit sound transmission to
Life Skills

the adjacent room. For example, in the therapeutic and vocational areas, acoustical
cushions may be storage rooms, quiet rooms, niche spaces, and mechanical shafts.
These spaces can help functionally distance learning environments from active
spaces. In residential areas, apartments and common space can be programmed to

Quiet

Niche

minimize disturbances. Apartments can be mirrored in plan, butting bathrooms and
kitchens against each other to help distance sleeping areas. Shared common space
should be distanced from the apartments with a corridor. Similarly, entry and exits

Sensory

should not be organized in a double-loaded corridor. This means that doors should
not be facing each other but rather as far from one another as possible. According
to sound experts at Acoustical Solutions, Inc., door gaps allow sound to transmit

Quiet

Niche

Game

Figure 173: Diagram, Acoustical Distancing
using Acoustical Cushion Rooms (Marchi)

Figure 174: Type of Functional Distancing, (Zeisel 2006)
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through walls such that a 1% opening in the wall will allow 50% of the sound to
pass through the wall (Acoustical Solutions). These planning strategies will help
programmers organize space to minimize the necessity of materials that affect the
aural environment.

Figure175: Sound Transmission versus Airflow
(www.acousticalsolutions.com)

The distancing approach to programmed space for acoustical cushioning is not
always an available option and perhaps sometimes it is not enough. In response,
the use of heavily massed walls and ceiling cavities where sound can be absorbed
and captured should be used to increase the acoustical boundary. This technique
is particularly useful in the exterior envelope of the building to block external noise
from such things as traffic. Finally, acoustics can be dampened with a ceiling cavity.
At the CLLC in North Carolina, the corridors of each residential unit have cavity space

Figure 176: Envelop Mass, Heisdorf Residence
for the Elderly (Archdaily)

in the ceiling to capture sound. Acoustical wall panels, which are typically fabric
covered foam sheets, should only be installed when absolutely necessary. Perhaps
placing acoustical panels into quiet rooms, storage rooms, and bathrooms, will help
preserve the aural environment of the classrooms and larger active rooms while
improving the acoustical separation of the active spaces.

Figure 177: Acoustical Ceiling Cavity,
Residential Unit, CLLC, NC (Personal Photo)
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Design Strategy 3 - Create Diffused Clerestory Light
Natural daylight is a popular design strategy for sustainability and healing. In nine
Northern Ireland schools for individuals with ASDs, teachers agreed that natural
lighting was favored over artificial lights (McAllister 2009). However, special care must
be taken when providing natural daylight to spaces within a facility for individuals
with ASDs. It is important that the design of naturally day-lit spaces consider the
visual sensitivities of individuals along the spectrum as discussed in Chapter 4. For
instance, too much variety in light causes shadows and over stimulation; this may
startle individuals. Repetitive shadows may lead to fixed glares that encourage
obsession and distraction (Humphreys 4). Ultimately, architects can choose to be
Figure 178: Diffusing Direct Light from
Clerestory Windows to Prevent Glare (Marchi)

limited by the negative effects of natural lighting, “or they can celebrate the positive
ones while acknowledging the negative ones” (Henry 2).

Clerestory windows in particular have many advantages for providing natural light.
For example, the use of high-placed windows limits the need for fluorescent lights,
which due to the flickering rate are a serious annoyance for individuals with ASDs
(Whitehurst 2006). As a result, clerestory lighting, first and foremost, limits sensory
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overload. Similarly, high-placed windows limit views outward. At Netley Primary
School Autistic Unit in London, England, the teachers expressed concern that
the views out of the floor-to-ceiling windows were too distracting for a learning
environment. In response, the teachers filtered the views and the light using paper
to cover ¾ of the windows (Henry 2012, p.1). Thus, in learning environments,
windows should be placed higher than eye-level to limit distraction and increase
concentration.

Figure 179: Netley Primary School, London,
Haverstock Associates (Archdaily.com)

Although clerestory windows prevent distraction from views to the outside, they
have the potential to cause irritation due to shifting patterns of light, glare, contrast,
and the intensity from blazing beams of light (Henry 2011, p2). In response, Beaver
argues that lighting should be ambient. The way in which ambient light falls onto
walls and floors may help create depth and three dimensionality to better articulate
a space while reducing glare and intensity (Humphreys 5). Ambient light is created
when light sources, such as clerestory windows, are located on the north facade and
diffused on the south, east, and west facades (Beaver 4).

Figure 180: Shadow Contrast, Kaufmann House,
California, Richard Neutra (Archdaily.com)
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There are many techniques to diffuse lighting. Brise-Soleil is one technique that uses
shading structures to diffuse light (Henry 4). As seen in St. Ignatius ‘Chapel of Light’,
Steven Holl uses an opaque stone wall to diffuse light and reflect it on white surfaces
within the space; this is a Brise-Soleil method applied to the interior of the building
envelope. On the other hand, Brise-Soleil can be a screening device attached to
the facade of the building. For instance, Beaver designed clerestory windows with
Figure 181: St. Ignatius Chapel of Light, Steven
Holl (Archdaily.com)

perforated metal overhangs at Sunfield Residential School. Although this diffuses
light transferred into classrooms, interviews with teachers revealed that the shifting
striped shadows were highly distracting to students (Interview 2012).

Figure 182: Overhang Screens, Brise Soleil at
Sunfield Residential, England (Marchi)

Figure 183: Interior Diffuser Bounces Light
towards the Floor and Ceiling (Marchi)

Figure 184: Vertical Screen Reduces Glare
(Marchi)
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In Kentish Town School and Sunfield Residential, light shelves help diffuse light from
clerestory windows that face the southern sun. As seen in the images to the left,
when light reflects off interior wall surfaces, it illuminates the room with indirect
light that is softer and diffused. This helps to reduce shadow and glare.

Figure 185: Diffused Up-Lighting, Kentish Town
School, England (www.haverstock.com)

Figure 186: Sunfield Residential, Bedroom
(www.autism-architects.com)

Clerestory window
on light shelf to
diffuse light upwards

Clerestory window in
corridor for natural
light and ventilation

Figure 187: Sunfield Residential, Section (www.autism-architects.com)

Clerestory window
in bathroom for
privacy
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At the Netley School Autistic Resource Base, Haverstock Associates designed
the lighting within the classrooms using skylights and upward lighting with a
Brise Soleil, which diffuses the light by reflecting it off of a slanted ceiling (Henry
October 2011). Similarly, at Nottingham Regional Society for Adults and Children
with Autism, clerestory windows incorporate the use of pitched roofs. These act as
deflecting surfaces to help turn the direct light into a more ambient light that is
directed downward into the room.

Clerestory window
in classrooms to
minimize distraction

Figure 188: Netley School Autistic Resource
Base, London (Photo by Dennis Gilbert)

Ceiling shape deflects
light from clerestory
window downward

Figure 189: Nottingham Regional Society for Adults and Children with Autism, Section
(www.autism-architects.com)
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Clerestory windows also provide the opportunity for optimized cross-ventilation.
Since lower operable windows may also be opened to increase flow of ventilation
through clerestory windows, it is important to limit the opportunity for individuals
with ASDs to escape by restricting the depth of openings.

Figure 190: Window Opened to Maximum
Depth, Willow Farm, England (Marchi)
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Design Strategy 4 - Design a Variety of Spatial Volumes
The size of a space determines the relationship between users. If a space is too small,
users may feel that they are impeding on each other’s personal space. The larger a
space is, the more possibility there is for separation (Zeisel 215). According to Dr.
John Zeisel, President of Hearthstone Alzheimer Care, Ltd., “the size of a setting
offers opportunity for people to put distance between themselves” (Zeisel 215).
Similarly, the shape of a space acts as visual and tactile cues for behavior. If a shape
of a room is rectangular, most likely it will appear subdivided into separate places.
If the room is instead round, it will appear connected and continuous (Zeisel 214).
Figure 191: Variety of Sizes and Shapes (Marchi)

Providing a variety of shapes and sizes of rooms will increase the chance that an ASD
individual will find a room that accommodates their immediate need. Although Dr.
Zeisel’s research focuses on individuals with Alzheimer’s some of his design theories
apply to proxemics, perception and sensory issues associated with individuals with
ASDs (see Chapter 4).

Since it is necessary to provide spaces that accommodate peculiar proxemics,
this guideline suggests that architects design a combination of large areas for
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minimal intimacy and small areas for maximized intimacy (Sanchez 377). Providing
options with variations in spatial conditions can offer individuals control over social
situations and accommodate a spectrum of need. Not only will a variety of spaces
help accommodate a spectrum of needs, but it will also encourage a variety of
services that require different types of spaces.
Figure 192: Multi-purpose Space, SARRC
(Marchi)

Large open spaces with high ceilings provide opportunity for socialization or
independence (Henry 2011). According to Shelley, Raterman and Esteban, it is
important to “allow [ASD individuals] to try and overcome their greatest obstacle—
social interaction” (Shelley 2009). Large spaces help accommodate the personal
space required to create spatial boundaries and accommodate behavioral outbursts
Figure 193: Community Building, Sweetwater
Spectrum (Acquired through LMS Architects)

(see Guideline 1). But if every shared space is large enough to accommodate these
needs, the overall footprint would exceed efficiency. Thus, large spaces should
consider multi-purpose functions. As seen at SARRC and Sweetwater Spectrum,
multipurpose spaces can be classrooms, activity rooms, cafeterias, and game rooms.
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At the Witton School, a large circular space is a multi-purpose area that is connected
to a variety of spaces of different size and function. The large circular space eliminates
the corner condition. At corners, children may choose to isolate themselves from the
group and more easily avoid social interaction. The circular room helps to encourage
interactions while its large size allows for necessary distancing when proxemics
Figure 194: Witton School, GA Architects,
Ground Floor Plan (ga-architects.com)

becomes an issue. In addition, the smaller, unique spaces adjacent to this central
circular area allows students and teachers to choose the appropriate space for skill
development.

300 SF classroom
connects to multipurpose “social area”

Figure 195: Witton School, GA Architects, Elevation (ga-architects.com)

Circular central social area
forces social interaction
and fluidity of movement
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Small spaces can be effective learning environments that provide privacy, limit
sensory overload, and promote one-on-one conversation (Richer & Nicoll 1971;
Khare & Mullick 2008; Henry 2011). Large classrooms can be distracting and may
encourage behavioral outbursts if the size permits running about. In addition,
bedrooms should be small areas for refuge. At Sunfield Residential, Beaver designed
bedrooms to be “womb-like” with a small floor area and high ceilings (Whitehurst
2006). In general, the implementation of small spaces should not occur through
the use of moveable partitions in larger spaces. The acoustical transference and
unpredictability associated with moveable partitions will contribute to sensory
overload, distraction, and behavioral outbursts.
Figure 196: Moveable Partition, Phoenix
School, England (ga-architects.com)

Figure 197: Small Classroom, Sunfield
Residential School, England (Marchi)

Figure 198: Classroom, Gateway School, NY
(thinksmartplan.com)

Figure 199: Womb-like Bedroom, Sunfield
(Marchi)
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Since some ASD individuals feel threatened in small spaces, they may feel more
comfortable in spaces with higher ceilings and in larger spaces where their personal
space is less like to be invaded (Henry 2). Therefore, designers can apply a variety
of small and large spaces where appropriate. A range of volumes allows individuals
with ASDs and their caregivers to choose the best environment for their particular
mood. Unfortunately, uncertainty is an anxiety trigger for most individuals with
ASDs. As a result, Christopher Henry questions the point at which variety and
flexibility in design contributes to a lack of predictability and control associated with
behavioral outbursts (Henry 3). Thus, it will be important to design consistency and
predictability into the various spatial volumes.
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Design Strategy 5 - Provide Escape Space within Active Zones
In order to reduce behavioral outbursts, it is important to offer areas for escape and
transition where environments are stressful to individuals with ASDs. The choice
to escape an active zone increases individual control over sensory stimulation and
social situations. According to Mostafa, individuals with ASDs often need to escape
maladjusted sensory stimulation and recalibrate in a different zone. Similarly,
transition areas in the form of gardens or calibration zones help aid individuals who
have difficulty adjusting to stimulation (Mostafa 205). Based on the application of
Canter’s “Contrast Effect”, transition zones help individuals adjust to different sensory
and social conditions (Canter 28).

Figure 200: Escape from Active Zones (Marchi)

Transition spaces and escape spaces help individuals with ASDs manage the diversity
of environments within a facility. It allows individuals to escape the unpredictable
behavior of hallway social encounters, or privately and slowly adjust to sensory
conditions within a particular area in a building. The reduction or deflation of
behavioral outbursts in these recalibration spaces helps to improve quality of life and
improve well-being. Different types of escape space can help individuals recalibrate
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auditory or visual processing, adjust to new people, transition beyond a physical
boundary, and release anxiety or stress (Mostafa 201). Escape or recalibration spaces
include architectural threshold spaces like wider corridors, quiet rooms, sensory
rooms, and outdoor areas.

The quiet room is an essential escape space that is approximately the size of a
bathroom or closet. Staff at a school for children with ASDs noted a need for
immediate access to quiet space, whether it is inside the classroom or adjacent
Figure 201: Kinsale School Sensory Room
(Marchi)

to it. It is important to provide quiet rooms outside of classrooms and other large
communal zones (Brand 2010; Khare & Mullik 2008). A sensory room is distinct from
the quiet room in both size and function. Both rooms for re-calibration of the senses,
the sensory room is used to stimulate the senses while the quiet room is void of
stimulation (McAllister 2009). Lastly, outdoor escape space can be essential for those
that find running and jumping a means to decompress after a behavioral outburst.
According to Nguyen, running around in a garden can be an effective way to relieve
stress in a safe environment (Nguyen 17). As seen at Acland Burghley School for
children with ASDs, the sensory and quiet rooms are small 50 SF rooms located

Figure 202: Sunfield Residential School Outdoor
Quiet Zone (Marchi)
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directly outside of classrooms. Similarly, there is access to a large outdoor area from
the social area to provides opportunity to escape unwanted social interactions.

Garden
space
outside the social
area and library

Sensory room
outside of the
classroom 1

Figure 203: Sensory Room & Quiet Room, Acland Burghley School (www.ga-architects.com)

Quiet
room
outside of the
classroom 2
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Design Strategy 6 - Provide Niche Space within Circulation
Niches can encourage socialization in small intimate areas for individuals who are
intimidated by large open areas. These separate social areas help individuals with
ASDs feel control over social interactions. The implementation of niches within
circulation, as a place for conversation, help to prevent behavioral outbursts by those
who may feel the social encounter of a group gathered in the hallway as an obstacle.
In addition, niches allow individuals who feel overwhelmed by larger environments
to engage with individuals in conversation on a more intimate level, in a place where
their sensory receptors are not bombarded by distractions from the larger context.
Similarly, niche spaces provide the opportunity for individuals to participate in the
social environment from a far, in a protected realm.

Mark Nugent, the project architect at Medical Architecture (MA), who designed
Grandview, a facility dedicated to people with severe autism, commented on his
observations of ASD individuals by saying that “the patients like to feel secure and
to find a niche or cubby hole somewhere, but they also want to be able to monitor
Figure 204: Social Niche Areas Carved from
Circulation Corridors (Marchi)

the activity going on around them and throughout the rest of the building” (BBH
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2012). This led to the design of corridors that provided more than just circulation,
but also, opportunity for socialization or refuge. The required increase in circulation
space led to a total of 30% of the whole building footprint. But the designers believe
this same space accounts for more than 50% of the activity area (BBH 2012). The
aim of this project was to create a therapeutic environment for ASD individuals.

According to autism architecture specialist Christopher Beaver, niches can also be
active social areas (Beaver 2006, p 5). Social niche areas will encourage socialization

Corridor
widened
near exit

Bench
near exit

and pull social encounters away from the main aisle of the circulation corridor to
help eliminate unwanted social interaction. In addition, they can clear corridors so
those who are less social may use the corridor within their comfort zones. The use of
alcoves outside of bedrooms and classrooms to control active areas is implemented
by Beaver at Nottingham Regional and Sunfield Residential, two schools for children
with ASDs. Beaver installed benches in a wide hallway outside of each bedroom in

Social alcoves
outside of each
bedroom

order to encourage activity in transitional areas (Henry 2011). This allows the children
to progress from their private rooms into the more centrally located living room
through an intermediate zone where there can be fluidity in the widened corridor or

Figure 205: Nottingham Regional School,
England, (Beaver 2006)
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socialization near the benches (Henry 2011, 3). Unfortunately, alcoved benches open to
the widened corridor lack the spatial quality necessary for intimate social conversation
or personal respite appropriate for adults with ASDs. There are qualities of refuge
areas and social areas that distinguish a niche from this type of alcoved bench area.

A design distinction is necessary to discern an alcove from a niche. An alcove
does not contain the same spatial quality found in a niche. Hallway alcoves at
Sunfield Residential School are too open. A niche should limit the extents of the
external environment, reflecting Mostafa’s concept of compartmentalization

A wide corridor encourages
socialization and play in the
monitored up-front zone

Figure 206: Corridor, Sunfield Residential
School, (Beaver 2006)

Bench allows for
passive engagement

Figure 207: Corridor Diagram, Sunfield Residential School, England, (Adapted from Beaver 2006)
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(Mostafa 202). In response, settings for individuals with ASDs require that
designers create a special space that enables intimate social interactions, provides
a distanced refuge for passive social participation, and encourages individuals
to remove themselves from the corridor, leaving it open for non-social passage.

Figures 208: Hallway Niche, Gateway School, NY
(AB Architects Studio)

A niche, by tradition, is a small private place for a person or thing that is a unique
specialized environment. The low ceilings and special shape of the niches at Gateway
School distinguishes it from the corridor and identifies it as an area for one-onone engagement. Antonio Gaudi’s Casa Batllo offers an intimate niche within the
main living space. Its womb-like quality and fireplace encourages private escape
and intimate conversation. The reading niche by Group 8 is a cubby for one-on-one

Figures 209: Antonio Gaudi, Casa Batllo,
Barcelona (archdaily.com)

interactions and private reading refuge. It sits on a platform, distinguishing it from the
adjacent area. In response to these precedents, niche space in facilities for individuals
with ASDs should be intimately sized, visually connected to the circulation corridor
and any adjacent social zones, appropriately shaped for acoustical quality, and visually
distinguished from the surrounding environment using materials, light, and color.

Figures 210: Reading Niche, Group 8
(remodelista.com)
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Design Strategy 7 - Maximize Views to Nature within Circulation
Views to nature are restorative for both ASD individuals and staff. Research by Ulrich
and Bragg shows that views to nature improve well-being and promote physical
activity. Unfortunately, in a facility for individuals with ASDs, placement of views is
conditional. For instance, views should not occur in learning environments or places
where skills are practiced (McAllister 2009). Views to nature in learning and working
environments can decrease productivity and limit concentration. Many facilities
for ASDs have struggled to place views to the outdoors within the facility. Henry
calls into question the effects of limited views and subdued space on staff (Henry
Figure 211: Views to Nature from Windows
(Marchi)

5). He questions if the advantages of nature views and natural light on health and
productivity outweigh the disadvantages for ASD individuals.

Transition space is an ideal location for placement of views to nature. Typically an
active zone, transition spaces like circulation corridors do not require a limit on
distraction and benefit from views to nature. Both staff and individuals with ASDs
benefit from improved way-finding, increased independence, health restoration,
and voyeurism. Views to a courtyard or a significant landscape can help orient users
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to their location and direction within a building. This provides users with landmarks
and reference points that are memorable because they have a greater significance
than a sign or door number (Passini 1998).

Circulation with large windows to outdoor space increases staff visibility and enables
individuals with ASDs to experience more independence. In particular, peristyle
courtyards, where circulation is arranged around a courtyard, allows a safe option
Figure 212: Grandview Caterham Group Home
(BBH 2012)

for free outdoor play to be monitored from interior staff stations (Whitehurst 2006).
Views to nature from staff stations also improves otherwise subdued space and
provides advantages to staff health. At Grandview, the main building circulation is
arranged around courtyards. This encourages adults in the group home to venture
outside independently while staff can maintain visibility and ensure security (BBH
2012). To avoid posing challenges to hyper- and hypo-sensitive clients, views can be
screened off if the natural visual stimulants provided through views to the outside
became upsetting (BBH 2012).

Figure 213: Peristyle Circulation Grandview
Caterham (BBH 2012)
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At Sweetwater Spectrum, the views to nature allow staff and residents to be voyeurs.
The bedroom corridors are arranged along views to the front courtyard. This
transition space allows residents to venture outside of their rooms to watch others
play. This encourages participation in outdoor activity and provides a safe distance
for passive engagement (see Guideline 1: Boundaries). Trees in the courtyard help
residents maintain privacy by blocking views into bedrooms. Staff stations are
positioned along the peristyle circulation with views to the courtyard, views through
Figure 214: Visibility to Outdoor Area,
Sweetwater Spectrum, CA (Photo by Tim
Griffith)

the courtyard to bedroom circulation, and views of the entry to the group home.
This maintains a secure environment for the adults with ASDs.
Bedroom Corridor
with continuous
views to courtyard

Tr e e s
promote
privacy
Windows at
corner help
reduce glare
Figures 215 & 216: Courtyards, Sweetwater Spectrum (Acquired Through LMS Architects)
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The peristyle circulation at Alvar Aalto’s Town Hall in Saynatsalo is organized around
a courtyard that connects the civic spaces to the council chamber and apartment
spaces. In fact, Aalto distinctly references the connection of his glass-enclosed
peristyle circulation with the arcades of piazzas in the Italian Renaissance, calling his
project concept a “curia” or roman meeting place (Richard 1993).

Vertical circulation should also contain views to nature. Designers at Gonzalo Moure
Studio designed glass-enclosed atrium space that contains all horizontal and vertical
circulation within the mixed-use complex. This transparency helps connect users
to other parts of the building and outdoor space, maximizing way-finding, natural
light, and views to nature.

Figure 217: Escuelas Pias de San Anton, Gonzalo
Moure Studio (www.Archdaily.com)

Figure 218: Town Hall Saynatsalo Peristyle
Circulation, Alvar Aalto (google images)

Figure 219: Town Hall Saynatsalo Parastyle
Circulation, Alvar Aalto (google images)
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Design Strategy 8 - Curved Surfaces and Rounded Corners at Circulation Nodes
ASD individuals may live in fear of sudden changes, which in turn leads to stress and
anxiety (Henry 3). Unfortunately, variety and spatial diversity are important to cover
the needs of the spectrum and contribute to unpredictability and sudden changes
in environment. Although it is important to eliminate fear of the unpredictable
whenever possible, most anxiety occurs with sudden transitions between spaces,
especially within corridors. As a result, corridors are crucial to helping individuals
ease from one environment to the next (Henry 3). According to Mostafa, movement
in and out of different activity zones needs to be fluid to help ease transition (Mostafa
Figure 220: Navigation at Intersections (Marchi)

205).

In order to eliminate fear of the unpredictable and ease transition, curved walls
should be considered at major circulation nodes. Curved walls help individuals
move through space more fluidly than right-angle corners because there are no
sudden corners to turn. According to Christopher Beaver, blind corners and sudden
social encounters causes anxiety and fear (Beaver 2006, p 5). On the other hand,
rounded corners reduce blind corners, enabling a better sense of “preview” at the
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bend of a corridor. In addition, those with deficits in visual-spatial processing benefit
from curvilinear walls by guiding themselves around the corridor using tactile
engagement with the wall (Whitehurst 2006).

Site visit research reveals that curved corners should be implemented in both interior
Figure 221: Sunfield Residential School,
England (Marchi)

and exterior circulation nodes where traffic is active and paths may be crossed. At
Sunfield Residential School, designers retrofitted group homes with curved corners
at the entrance intersection. Similarly, at Nottingham Regional School, Beaver uses

Figure 222: Tadao Ando Water Temple
(google images)

Figure 223: Rusk Garden, Baksh
(google images)

Figure: Curved Circulation, Coddington Court
(http://www.autismsocietycanada.ca)
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rounded corners at the entrance intersection and along exterior paths. This helps
to eliminate blind spots and ensures a wider range of preview to space beyond.
In addition, the curved circulation helps identify a key circulation node, acting as
a way-finding tool. At Nottingham, the curves signify the location of the sensory
room, staff room, and exits.

Rounded Corners
Increase visibility
on sidewalk path

Curved corners
at intersection
& entrance
Figure 225: Curved Corners, Nottingham Regional, England
(www.GA-Architects.com)
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Conclusion
It is the aim of these design strategies to inform the design of a facility that
empowers adults along the entire autism spectrum. The strategies discussed have
primarily addressed the sensory and social issues faced by individuals along the
autism spectrum. Ultimately, these strategies aim to encourage variety and access.
This helps individuals and their care-team have the control necessary to prevent
behavioral outbursts.

Although these strategies work best in tandem, to inform the initial design and
planning of new facilities, some of these design strategies can be implemented
into existing facilities. For instance, boundaries can be added or replaced in existing
buildings in the form of partitions, screens, plants, and objects. Similarly, unwanted
glare, shadow, and distracting views can be eliminated with the application of
light diffusers on existing glazing systems. In order to complete the development
of a prototype live.work.play.learn facility, these design strategies are paired with
program drivers and site criteria.
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6 PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS
Introduction
Development of an appropriate space program for ASD populations requires the
consideration of five program drivers: [1] provide residential services for adults with
ASDs; [2] provide a variety of recreational settings; [3] provide on-site therapeutic
services; and [4] provide on-site vocational services. These program drivers aim to
reinforce a self-sufficient, enabling, and therapeutic “live.work.play.learn” facility that
maximizes individual control over social interactions, minimizes sensory overload,
maximizes safety and privacy, and maximizes connection to nature. These drivers
were generated from published guidelines for ASD design, site visits in the United
States and the United Kingdom to facilities for children and adults with ASDs, and
interviews with industry experts, including: Christopher Beaver, Denise Resnik, Kim
Steele, and Joe Sempik.

The programmatic drivers help to define key spaces within the proposed facility
that inform its unique “live.work.play.learn” role in the community. The narrative
introduces these drivers and the unique spaces associated with them. It explores
the space requirements, adjacencies, equipment, and qualities of space within each

LIVEWORKPLAY LEARN
Figure 226: Program Icon (Marchi)

key room featured in the program summary.
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Zone/Area

QTY

Net Area

NSF

Notes

Entry

860

Community Services
Cafe
Commercial Kitchen
Multi-Purpose Hall

1
1
1

750
500
750

750
500
750

Therapuetic Services
Exam Room
Activity/Game Room

1
1

100
500

100
500

2000
includes art gallery
Sized for occupant load of day-services + cafe (40)
use as social event venue &central dining for day services
2600
FGI 80 sf min.; consultation and medical exams
for games; exercise; play; social skill development; music

Food Technology Lab

1

500

500

mirrored kitchen set up & additional classroom seating

Life Skills Lab
Art Therapy Studio
Sensory/Occupational Therapy

1
1
1

500
500
500

500
500
500

mock-up of apartment with laundry closet added
includes space for residents who wish to sell art and sculpture
used for stimulation and for occupational therapy

3
5

50
30

150
150

7

50

650
1200

Ancillary Spaces
Quiet Room
Niche Space

300

Staff Area
Administration
Program staff

off classrooms for behavioral outbursts that need calming
cubbies used for social or private escape
1850

Mechanical and Support
Storage
Data & Tech
Janitorial
Shipping Receiving
Mechanical
Waste/soiled linen

does not include care-giver stations (see Residential Area)
1230

5
2
2
1
2
1

Residential Area
Private Apartments
Cluster Common Areas

100
50
50
100
100
230

500
100
100
100
200
230

laundry from day services done off site
8460

Care-Giver Station

12
3

500
500

6000
1500

3

320

960

organized into 3 pods; studio style layout
common area clusters should access outdoors; adjacent to care-giver station
includes care station, meds, charting, hydro therapy bathroom, laundry

Net SF Total
Building gross factor

17300
1.4

Total Gross Building Area

24220

Outdoor Common Spaces
Play Areas
Gardens
Respite
Site and Context
Bike Storage
Bus/Car Loading Zone
Barrier Free Parking
Trash/Recycling
Total Exterior Area

1000
2800
1000

50X60
14X18

1
1
1
1

100
3000
420
200

100
3000
420
200

4800

3720

playground and open grass areas
aeroponics, terrace space, courtyards, sculpture garden
outdoor pavilion, terraces
lockable Storage Area
near Day Services Lobby
above grade; near loading zone
back of house; along alley

8520

Figure 227: Program Summary of the Proposed Prototype Facility (Marchi)
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Residential Services
The facility should provide apartment-style housing on site for adults along the
entire spectrum of ASDs that are arranged in pods where centrally located caregiver
stations can monitor residents. This will allow adults along the spectrum to live
independently while maintaining safety. Since there is a housing shortage for
individuals with autism, particularly one that is “purpose-built”, it will be important
to maximize the number of individuals who have access to this housing. Thus, the
residential component of this facility should be flexible and able to accommodate
adults of all ages along the entire spectrum of need.

Resident Apartment: The private occupant apartment for an adult with autism is
slightly different from a typical apartment seen in Scottsdale, Arizona. Although
Entry

locally preferred sun orientation, views, and balcony or outdoor access will be
Kitchen

Bedroom

consistent in this facility, the size of the spaces will differ. In total, the apartment

20'

should be about 500 SF. In an apartment for an adult with an ASD, it is important
Living Room

Bathroom

26'

Balcony

Figure 228: Diagram of Bedroom (Marchi)

that the bedroom area is the greatest proportion of the 500 SF. The bedroom will
be a place for various activities and decompression. Since many adults with ASDs
require help changing clothes it will need a larger open space next to the closet or
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dresser. Similarly, the open space will need to accommodate safety mats placed on
the floor adjacent the bed during sleep hours for those with epilepsy. The bedroom
should act as an intimate place for escape with womb-like qualities of space (Beaver,
interview). Thus, large windows in the bedroom area should be avoided while small
windows located above eye level can bring in clerestory light. Similarly the living
space within each apartment should be intimately sized for personal use only. If
Figure 229: Hide-able Kitchens, DMVA
Architecten (http://zeokitchen.com)

more space is desired, individuals can use the common living area that is located
down the hall, for social skill development. The kitchen should be a small kitchenette
that includes a stove-top oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, and microwave. This will be
used by individuals, with care-giver assistance, to cook all three meals. Since use is
monitored, the kitchenette should be compartmentalized and fully lockable . The
design should allow for two users to comfortably walk about within the kitchen
area. Furthermore, the Scottsdale Zoning Ordinance requires that private balconies
or patio space should be provided for each apartment. Unfortunately, the balcony
has the potential to be a very dangerous area. Danger from balcony or patio escape
can be prevented with barriers. These barriers are mentioned in Chapter 5: Design
Guidelines.

Figure 230: PRD845, Phoenix, Studio MA3
(Archdaily.com)
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Care-Giver Station: The staff area within each residential pod should include a care
station, break room, toilet room with shower, medicine storage, and charting area.
Most importantly, it should have reasonable visibility to the entry and exit of the
residential pod and common areas. Although many residents require 1:1 staff to
patient care, views from the care stations to courtyards and common areas allows
caregivers to monitor individuals with ASDs from afar. Since medicine storage and
charting is located within these areas, cabinets and drawers should be lockable.
Figure 231: Medicine Cabinet in Care-Giver
Station, Willow Farm, England (Marchi)

Figure 232: Common space visibility,
(Kolb, www.dialogue.gspnet.com)

Figure 233: Care-giver station natural daylight and visibility, Kaiser Permanente Small Hospitals Big
Idea Competition, (Kolb, www.dialogue.gspnet.com)
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Recreational Zones
Provide variety of indoor and outdoor recreational zones that allow adults along
the spectrum to experience different activities while maintaining individual control
over social interactions and ensuring safety. According to the Area Development
Coordinator at the National Autistic Society in the United Kingdom, “some
find running around in the garden an effective way of relieving stress in a safe
environment” (Nguyen 17). In contrast, others may prefer quiet zones for respite.
Therefore, it is important to maintain a variety of outdoor spaces of different types
and sizes to reduce behavioral outbursts, provide positive distraction, promote
skill enhancement, encourage sustainability, and promote healthier lifestyles of
individuals along the entire spectrum of ASDs.

At Sweetwater Spectrum there are a variety of outdoor spaces that respond to
the needs of the entire spectrum. For instance, individuals can choose to engage
the tactile sense in water or on grassy areas. Others may choose to swing in the
hammock garden to engage their sense of balance. Overall each residential unit has
access to a variety of recreation zones, including a private patio and courtyard. There
are also play grounds and gardens located in common outdoor areas.
Figure 234: Common Outdoor Areas,
Sweetwater Spectrum, CA (Acquired Through
LMS Architects)
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Common Living Room
Covered Patio
Exercise Room
Multi-Purpose Room
Courtyard

Quiet
Outdoor
Area

Social
Outdoor
Area

Game
Zone

Figure 235: Sweetwater Spectrum, Ground Level Floorplan (Adapted from LMS Architects)

Flex
Area

Game
Zone
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Garden: There are different styles of gardens that are appropriate for individuals
with ASDs. The private garden, which can be found at Willow Farm in the back patio
of each individual apartment, is a quiet zone for individual use. The shared garden
typology typically utilizes planter boxes to assign individuals particular areas or
divide areas by type of planting. As seen at Kinsale School, the garden boxes are
often accompanied by small greenhouses. The final typology seen in facilities for
Figure 236: Willow Farm Private Garden
(Personal Photo)

ASDs is the memory garden or sensory garden. These include winding paths to
break up open shared space and use water, color, texture, and smell to transform
general outside areas into stimulating gardens. The Furcai-no-niwa in Osaka, Japan,
is a sensory garden developed specifically for individuals with disabilities (see
Chapter 4).

Figure 237: Garden Boxes & Greenhouse,
Kinsale School (Personal Photo)

Figure 238: Butterfly Farm, Sensory Garden Sign
(Personal Photo)

Figure 239: Furcai-no-niwa, Osaka Japan
(Shoemaker 57)
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Play Area: Outdoor play areas enable individuals to develop motor skills and improve
social skills. Interviews and site visits reveal that playgrounds require special
equipment for individuals with ASDs and are typically padded with grass or rubber
pavers. The equipment seen in Figures 1 & 2 can require up to 1000 SF. According to
site visit interviews with care-givers at Willow Farm, it is important to also provide
open play areas to help individuals who run around to reduce stress. These should
Figure 240: Payground Sunfield Residential,
England (Personal Photo)

be large spaces to prevent unwanted social encounters or disruption of activity.

Figure 241: Play Equipment, Sunfield
Residential, England (Personal Photo)

Figure 242: Play Area, Kinsale School, England (Personal Photo)
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Vocational Opportunities
In order to challenge individuals with ASDs and enable their independence, it is
important to incorporate functions into the program that will break down existing
barriers for employment. One of the primary barriers to overcome is fear. Those who
are unfamiliar with ASDs may misunderstand the behaviors of individuals living and
working in the community. Thus, it is important to provide a safe environment for
adults with ASDs to work who may otherwise be unable to acquire employment.
Vocational functions also provide an opportunity to encourage interaction between
community members and individuals with ASDs. This will enable both groups to
become better acquainted with one another. Therefore, the facility should provide
services common to the surrounding area that can be used by individuals with and
without ASDs. Unique functions may be particularly valuable, to distinguish the
facility from other businesses in the area. Ultimately, vocational functions on site
will enable individuals with ASDs to live more independently, improve social skills,
and increase sense of self-worth.
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Restaurant: A cafe or restaurant will not only promote social skills enhancement, it
will encourage integration within the community, generate revenue to supplement
funding, and provide higher functioning adults with ASDs the opportunity to work
on site. The adults with higher-functioning ASDs would buss tables, seat people, or
work in the kitchen. Thus, the general area requirements of the proposed cafe will
be slightly increased to accommodate the spatial needs of those with motor skill
Figure 243: 600 sf Cafe Storefront, Gary
Ledgerwood (CGArchitect.com)

impairments and social challenges.

Restroom

Kitchen
Access 5'

Back of
Counter

4'

Display Case

20'
7'
Dining Room

50'

Figure 244: Diagram of Increased Work/Social Space (Marchi)

Entry
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Art Gallery: As an opportunity to bring the public on site, a café or gallery helps break

Staff Exit

down barriers between ASD individuals and the community enabling community
6'

Cashier Area

Protected
Sculptures

integration and improving quality of life. In San Francisco, Creativity Explored uses
an up-front gallery with small cashier area to sell artwork made by adults, while

20'

individual artists with ASDs work in the studio area located directly behind. This

Display Area

thesis proposal calls for a similar space with up-front gallery and cashier where a
Public Entry

25'

Figure 245: Proposed Gallery Diagram
(Marchi)

high-functioning adult with an ASD can work the register. The public gallery should
be about 500 SF adjacent, possibly combined with the café and adjacent to the
entrance for therapy services.

Figure 246: Gallery Storefront, Creativity Explored, San Francisco (http://creativityexplored.org)
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On-site Therapeutic Services
In order to provide comprehensive care to ASD adults, on-site services should be
maximized to include therapeutic functions. This will support the improvement of
well-being, skill enhancement, the reduction of behavioral outbursts, increased selfsufficiency, and increased independence. Vocational tasks such as gardening can
serve also as a therapeutic activity to help reduce behavioral outbursts and develop
motor skills. Since there are many different types of therapeutic services for adults
with ASDs, the program of this building standardizes the therapy room size to
increase flexibility and allow therapists to adapt any room to changing therapeutic
trends.
Figure 247: Therapeutic Gardening, (Ahrentzen
2009)

Horticulture Area: There are a variety of settings used for horticulture therapy. While
Green Care programs often have large horticulture expanses of land that may
include agricultural areas, large greenhouses, indoor hydroponic farms, and basic
farming settings, the urban context demands a different response. In an urban
environment, more innovative solutions include a variety of interior and exterior
horticulture areas. On a commercial level, used for vocation and therapy, horticulture
farms such as Cherry Tree nursery, require temperature and humidity control for
Figure 248 : Cherry Tree Nursery, UK (Photo by
Joe Sempik)
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hydroponic or aeroponic growing systems. Here individuals are monitored from
afar, and given the opportunity to experience therapeutic horticulture. This setting
can be translated into the urban context with the help of vertical farming solutions
found in hydroponics. The Tower Growing System, which is an aeroponic system for
vertical farming is one possible solution. On a small scale, outdoor greenhouses like
those found at SARRC in Phoenix, offer the opportunity for individuals to receive
horticultural therapy while growing produce they can then use in their cooking
classes.

On an even smaller scale, rooms like those found at Asheville’s Cooper

Riis Mental Health Facility can be located within each level of the residential halls
in a small glazed room. The rooms at Cooper Riis are used so that residents can
experience the therapeutic benefits of horticulture on their own time. A facility that
Figure 249 : Garden Room, Cooper Riis, NC
(Photo By Julien Boyon)

aims to maximize connection to nature and therapeutic benefits on site should
ultimately provide both informal therapeutic horticulture and formal horticulture
opportunities. Thus, smaller private growing areas and larger commercial aeroponic
growing areas should be provided.

Figure 250 : Chicago Botanical Gardens,
(strategicplan.chicagobotanic.org)
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Occupational Therapy: In order to provide motor-skill development and training,
an occupational therapy room is necessary on site. According to the DOD Space
Planning Criteria for Health Facilities Chapter 3.8, an occupational therapy room
is an evaluation, treatment, and consultation area where therapy services include:
the use of orthopedic, prosthetic, and adaptive equipment; exercises to enhance
functional performance, muscle and range of motion tests; perceptual motor skills
Figure 251: Occupational Therapy Lab, Sunfield
Residential (Personal Photo)

and sensory integrative functioning development; daily living skill development;
play skills; leisure capacities; and injury prevention. These therapies are provided 1:1
with a licensed occupational therapist. Thus, the room can be smaller than a typical
physical therapy space. The room should aim to serve one adult with an ASD, one
caregiver and one therapist. This will accommodate an evaluation area with exam
table, motor skills development area with kinesthetic balls and trampolines, ground
mats, other therapy equipment and a storage closet.

Figure 252: Occupational Therapy Lab, Krejci
Academy (news.medill.northwestern.edu)
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Food Technology Lab: This life-skills development classroom should include a lecture
area and mirrored kitchen set-up for demonstration and skill practice. As seen at the
Phoenix Special Needs School in England, the mirrored set-up is separated from the
lecture area by a moveable counter that can be used wherever necessary, expanding
Figure 253: Food Technology Lab, Phoenix
Special Needs School, England
(www.autism-architects.com)

and contracting space to control students. The kitchen set-up should include an
oven, stove-top, sink, dishwasher, cabinets, and other counter-top appliances.
Typically there will be one teacher, two adults with ASDs, and two caregivers
requiring a space that has open areas and areas for seating. This room should also
incorporate clerestory windows. As seen in the Beacon Hill School, the teachers have
placed signs and paper on the windows that are at eye-level to prevent distractions
from the external environment.

Figure 254: Phoenix Special Needs School,
England (www.autism-architects.com)

Figure 255: Phoenix Special Needs School,
England (www.autism-architects.com)

Figure 256: Food Technology Lab, Beacon Hill School, UK (www.beaconhillschool.co.uk)
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Sensory Room: Originally termed the “Snoezelen Room”, which is Dutch for “sniff” and
“doze”, these rooms were established to provide a rich or calming sensory experience
modifiable for each specific user. The room should allow residents to modify sensory
inputs such as lighting, sounds, and furniture. Multi-Sensory Environments (MSEs)
are especially used in cases of Dementia, Alzheimer’s, stress, OCD, Terminally ill, and
ASDs. MSEs reduce behavioral disturbances and improve quality of life associated
with moderate to severe stages of illness (Staal 2011). This room is used for therapy
Figure 257: Snoezelen Room,
(http://www.hollandbloorview.ca)

sessions to develop motor skills, tactile engagement and other sensory integration
issues (see Chapter 4). Since this can be a single-occupant or group space, room
should be divided using the Snoezelen furniture into more intimate zones. Although
windows are typically covered in the traditional Snoezelen Room, this thesis aims
to accommodate a variety of needs while connecting individuals to nature using
the Biophilia Hypothesis. Thus, this room should have access and views to nature
that can be controlled and shut off when necessary. Furthermore, the sensory room
should be complimented by external spaces such as sensory gardens and play areas
as discussed in Guideline 6 (Loughran; Beaver; Cuvo).

Figure 258: Sensory Room, ASU’s Opening
Doors Report (Ahrentzen 2009)
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Project Program Space List
Live.Work.Play. Learn Facility for Autistic Adults
Space

Dimensions

#Spaces

Net Area

Total SF

Notes

Functional Space Program

Entry
Public Entry
Reception
Storage/Copy
Public Toilet (M/F)

1
1
1
2

200
300
100
70

200
300
100
140

Security
Security Desk and Office

1

120

120

Total Entry Area
Day Services
Community Services
Cafe

860

1

750

1

100

Toilets M/F
Commercial Kitchen

1
1

70
500

500

Office
Multi‐Purpose Hall

1
1

80
750

750

kitchenette
storage

1
1

100
50

Back of Counter

Sub Total Community Services Area

Figure 259: Program Space List (Marchi)

sign‐in and registration
ADA accessible

NSF

750

(10) 2 person tables; 50 net SF per table; High functioning ASD
adults work register and welcome people; expect ASD adults to
be customers too; includes art gallery
connects to kitchen; cabinets on both sides of walkway; cashier

2000 NSF

ADA, unisex
Sized for occupant load of day‐services + cafe (40); 15NSF per
person served in multi‐purpose hall; 1 chef, 2 sue chefs; ASD
dish washer; includes walk‐in freezer, dry storage, vault storage
supplies, food prep island, 1 commercial ovens, 1 commercial
dishwasher
Dietician/Chef
use as social event venue; used as central dining for day services
and residents; dining services not open to public during normal
business hours (only for special events); include small stage area
for performances; used to vocational instruction when
necessary; open for nighttime resident use?? would need a
kitchenette so commercial chef isnt required during night shift;
with resource library
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Therapuetic Services
Exam Room
Activity/Game Room

1
1

100
500

100
500

Food Technology Lab

1

500

500

storage
Life Skills Lab

1
1

50
500

500

bedroom

1

150

bathroom
kitchen

1
1

70
100

living/dining room

1

100

laundry closet
storage

1
1

30
50

Art Therapy Studio

1

500

500

1 therapist/teacher; 50 net per ASD individual; max. 10 ASD
adults; (Low‐Functinoing=1:1, High‐functioning=1:2) ; includes
space for residents who wish to seel art and sculpture

storage
Sensory/Occupational Therapy

1
1

50
500

500

for behavioral outbursts that need stimulation and for
occupational therapy development such as motor skills and
tactile development; DOD 3.8 Occupational Therapy Clinic
recommends at least 400NSF for treatment area

Ancillary Spaces
Quiet Room

3

50

150

for behavioral outbursts that need calming

Niche Space

5

30

150

open social space outside of each classroom or subset of
classrooms

FGI 80 sf min.; consultation and medical exams
50 SF per occupant min.; 10 day center ASD individuals;
activities room for games, exercise, play; social skill
development; used for exercise too; includes music therapy
area
50 NSF per student in mirrored kitchen area; 50 NSF per student
in classroom area; classroom seating to train kitchen skills and
vocational skills; 1 teacher/volunteer; (1:2 ratio) 2 care‐givers, 4
ASD adults; classroom also for social skills development classes

Open floorplan; Whole building Design guide‐DOD says 400 NSF;
Mock‐up of apartment with laundry closet added; needs two
exists (as bigger space & area that challenges skills); 2 care‐
givers; 2 ASD individuals
wider space for instructions; 6' clearance around dresser
drawers
window to bedroom for demonstrations
small kitchen not used for cooking demonstrations but behavior
in house demonstrations
mock up area for tv, book shelf, couch, dining table
closet in living room

Sub Total Therapeutic Services Area

2900 NSF

Total Day Services Area

4900

Figure 260: Program Space List (Marchi)

NSF
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Administrative Support
Administration
Administrator
Facility Director
Accounting Office
Care‐giver Office
Nurse's Office
Business & legal advisor
Social worker

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100
100
100
100
100
50
100

100
100
100
100
100
50
100

2 administrators (50 sf each)
1 director
shared by 2 accountants (50 sf each)
head care‐giver office
Head Nurse; oversees care‐givers
1 advisor
2 social workers

1

100

100

Volunteer work room

1

100

100

3 therapists (occupational, art, psychiatrist share office,
scheduled hours)

Staff Break/Work Room
kitchenette
Staff Locker
Staff work/conference room

1
1
1
1

300
50
300
300

300
300
300

1
1
2
2

50
50
50
50

50
50
100
100

Program staff
Therapist Office

Support Spaces
Electrical Closet
Communications Closet
Janitor's Closet
Unisex Restrooms
Sub Total Administrative Area

Mechanical and Support
Mechanical
Bulk Storage
Hazardous Waste
Shipping and Receiving
Soiled linen holding

lockers, couch, tv (4 care‐givers per pod); primarily used by
night shift care‐givers
includes locker/shower/2 changing alcoves

ADA

2050 NSF

2
2
1
1
1

100
200
30
200
200

200
400
30
200
200

laundry off‐site

Sub Total Mechanical Area

1030 NSF

Total Admin & Support Area

3080

Figure 261: Program Space List (Marchi)

NSF
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Residential Area
Private Apartments
Entry

12
1

500
50

Resident Bedroom

1

120

Patio/Balcony

1

60

Scottsdale Zoning Ordinance requires 60 SF of outdoor space
per resident dwelling; private garden and shaded space

Kitchenette

1

100

sink; mini refrigerator; microwave; stove; dishwasher; storage
cabinets; space for care‐giver to assist; breakfast bar space

Living Room

1

100

Bathroom

1

70

3

500

Living/Dining Room

1

450

Sensory Room

1

50

3
1

320
100

1

50

1
1
1

20
100
50

Cluster Common Areas

Care‐Giver Areas
Care Station

Meds & Charting
Storage
Shared Bathroom
Laundry

Total Residential Area

close to patient bed; walk in shower preferred; space needed
for care‐giver assistance in shower and in toilet area; must be
tiled and have drain in center of room
1500

common area clusters should access outdoors; adjacent to care‐
giver station
access to courtyard or balcony, with kitchenette and dining
table for four
1 per cluster near living room for stimulation instead of outside

960
1 staff member per resident; 8 hr shifts; 1 station per cluster;
care‐givers typically with residents 24hr/day; space used during
down time or sleep time
care‐givers distribute meds to rooms
1 per cluster
epileptic tub room; shared by all residents
elevator and stair entrance area near care‐giver station for
safety
8460

Net SF Total
Building gross factor

17300
1.4

Total Gross Building Area

24220

Figure 262: Program Space List (Marchi)

organized into 3 pods; studio style layout
window seat and coat rack
low to high functioning ASD adults; private bedrooms and
apartments; 3 units of 4 apartments feed to one provider hub in
the therapy building

6000

NSF

GSF
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Outdoor Common Spaces
Play Areas
Playground
Grassy Area

1
1

500
500

500
500

Gardens
Sculpture Garden
Sensory Garden
Herb/Produce Garden
Aeroponics

1
1
4
1

500
500
200
1000

500
500
800
1000

public access
near play areas
garden boxes and raised planters
indoor/outdoor

Respite
Outdoor Pavilion

2

500

1000

shaded structures; located on resident terraces; adjacent to
herb gardens

1
1
1
1

100
3000
420
200

100
3000
420
200

also for public use
near Day Services Lobby
above grade; near loading zone
back of house; along alley

Site and Context
Bike Racks
Bus/Car Loading Zone
Barrier Free Parking
Trash/Recycling

50X60
14X18

Total Exterior Area

Figure 263: Program Space List (Marchi)
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play equipment; grassy area
open play area
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7 SITE CONSIDERATIONS
Introduction
The selection of an appropriate site should be in response to the values and goals of
this thesis and to both complement and accommodate the project program requires
the consideration of three main criteria: [1] minimize travel distances to necessary
off-site establishments; [2] maximize the opportunity for community integration;
[3] connect to nature. The values as discussed in Chapter 1 aim to inform a selfsufficient, enabling, and therapeutic facility. These values in turn have led to the
performance-based goals concluding from the body of research in Chapters 3 and 4.
In summary, the site selection criteria aim to maximize individual control over social
interactions, minimize sensory overload, provide security and ensure privacy, and
Site Boundary

Figure 264: Site Location in Scottsdale, AZ
(Adapted from Google Maps)

maximize connection to nature. The site identified and analyzed according to the
site selection criteria is located in downtown Scottsdale, Arizona.
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Criteria
Minimized Distance to Community Resources: Minimized travel distances to related
services, social settings, and recreational areas enable ASD adults to be more selfsufficient and accommodates a broader range of individuals along the spectrum to
live on-site. Denise Resnik, founder of SARRC, argues that a residential ASD facility
should utilize existing resources in the community to maximize a comprehensive
care program vocationally, educationally, and medically (Resnik Interview 2012).
Although high-functioning individuals with ASDs like Asperger’s syndrome may
be able to drive, very few individuals with lower-functioning ASDs are able to drive
or comfortably travel in a vehicle. Thus, extending comprehensive care to existing
Figure 265: Scottsdale Trolley
(www.phoenix.about.com)

services in the community requires that the site be located within reasonable
proximately to necessary off-site services. Those who prefer walking or biking
should have access to such things as grocery stores, parks, and libraries. (Willow
Farm Interview 2012; Jon Hall Interview 2012). Public transportation of various
scales used by higher-functioning adults with ASDs, should link users to colleges,
employment opportunities, shopping, and other resources within the community.
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Integrate with the Community: In order to avoid the stigma typically attached to
group homes and autistic behaviors in general, it is important to integrate with the
community. The more interaction with neighbors, the more likely the community
will become invested in the facility and accept the unique services provided to
the ASD community. Thus, the facility needs to incorporate public services on site
that are typical to the surrounding area, engage ASD adults in nearby community
activities, and respect the aesthetic and social characteristics of the community.
Figure 266: Karl Arrezzini and Oliver Moore at
LIFE in Stamford, Conn. walk to local businesses
(www.ctpost.com)

Planning ordinances, pedestrian behavior, and photographs of local buildings and
sculpture combine to offer guidance on community integration.

Connect to Natural Settings: Connection to nature and the outdoors is a driving
criteria for site selection because it is a driving component in the design guidelines
and program guidelines. Not only does connectedness to nature reinforce a healthy
active lifestyle, it has the potential to improve well-being and stimulate the senses.
Thus, choosing a site that enables this connection is paramount. In order to connect
to the outdoors, the site must promote views to nature and provide easy access to a
variety of nearby outdoor activity areas, particularly those that are not provided on site.
Figure 267: Simon Greenspan playing catch
(http://blog.cleveland.com)
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Site Analysis According to Criteria
Connectivity to Community Resources: The map of downtown Scottsdale (Figure 268)
highlights different aspects of the community located within close proximity to the
site. There is public transportation, biking networks, walking paths, educational
facilities, and outdoor activity areas within a mile radius. As seen in the diagram
there are three levels of public transportation that may be viable for adults on the
higher end of the Autism Spectrum. The trolley is a small-scale system that links the
site with Fashion Square Mall, Scottsdale Civic Center, El Dorado Park, Indian Bend
Park, Scottsdale Health Care Osborn, Scottsdale Community College, Shopping
Districts, Art Districts, and employment opportunities at grocery stores and drug
stores. Biking is also a transportation option in the area. Scottsdale has a network of
bicycle paths that link to the Greenbelt that extends from Fountain Hills to Tempe.
This site is surrounded by links to the Greenbelt along the Canal, Osborn Rd., and
Indian School Rd.
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Primary Roads
Secondary Roads
Tertiary Roads

1

Site Boundary
Trolley Bus
Proposed Light Rail
Bus Routes
Bike Paths
Walking Distance

Public Green Space
Fashion Square Mall
Civic Center
Old Town
Entertainment District
Art District
Business District
Hospital District
Boutiques & Shops
Southbridge

Figure 268: Macro site analysis of downtown Scottsdale identifies that this urban site will minimize
1 inch = 375 meters
travel distances to off-site services
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T

T
T
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The site is located within walking distance of numerous types of facilities which

T

include schools, hospitals, restaurants, art galleries, and boutique shops. The

T
T

variety of building uses in the area maximizes the availability of entertainment and

T

T

educational services. Individuals may enjoy the opportunity to dine or shop off site
2
Min
Walk

where they have the opportunity to develop social skills. These shops and restaurants
5
Min
Walk
8
Min
Walk

also provide higher-functioning adults with Asperger’s access to employment.

Educational facilities provide the opportunity for higher-functioning individuals to
attend classes off site. The Business School will provide opportunity for those capable
Health Care Facilities
Educational Facilities
Residential Units

of attending college to have a nearby option. If necessary, Scottsdale Community
College is approximately 10 minutes in a vehicle or trolley from the site. Other civic

Civic Facilities

institutions can be used for field trips and entertainment. Entertainment facilities in

Food Establishments

the area include: the Scottsdale Civic Center, numerous Art Galleries, the Scottsdale

Art Galleries
Public Green Space
Trolley Bus

Artist’s School, the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art and the Scottsdale
Baseball Stadium. Other institutions such as the nearby hospital, located across
Scottsdale Road from the site, can be used for emergency situations, pharmaceutical

Figure 269: Nearby Resources in Scottsdale
(Marchi)

needs, and staffing at the ASD facility.
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Integrate with the Community: Downtown Scottsdale is a pedestrian friendly area
that is a popular food and shopping destination. Locals and tourists can be found
walking along Scottsdale Road visiting food establishments and shops. Currently, the
site is not located within a heavily trafficked pedestrian area. It is on the edge of the
active area. For future construction, the city encourages mixed-use and pedestrianfriendly buildings to help develop the pedestrian life of the southern downtown
area. In the 2009 City of Scottsdale Downtown Plan, planners require that buildings
use awnings and suggest mixed-use functions to increase pedestrian activity. The
required sidewalk awnings and covered walkways have brought pedestrian traffic to
Figure 270: Scottsdale Shopping
(www.thehotsheetblog.com)

minimally vegetated areas. Although vegetation does play a role in recreation areas
like the Civic Center, the shopping, art galleries, and restaurant areas have minimal
need for trees. The majority of the pedestrian activity occurs here because they have
patios and awnings.

Figure 271: Civic Center Covered Walkways
(www.skepticphoto.blogspot.com)
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In order to provide public services that integrate well into the community, an analysis
of the local amenities provides valuable incite. The majority of the restaurants are
situated along Scottsdale Road; a farmer’s market is a block away in a nearby parking
2
Min
Walk

lot; and the primary art gallery street is only three blocks north. As identified in the
program, the horticulture therapy will provide ASD residents with food that they

5
Min
Walk

may either eat or sell. The farmer’s market would be a valuable site for selling that
8
Min
Walk

produce. The remaining food grown at the facility would be used in an on-site café
open to the public. This would offer individuals with ASDs to work in the cafe in the
kitchen and to serve customers of the local community. Furthermore, art therapy at

Primary Roads
Secondary Roads
Tertiary Roads
Active Pedestrian Path
Future Pedestrian Path
Pedestrian Node
Future Pedestrian Node
Public Green Space
Food Establishments
Art Galleries
Farmer’s Market

Figure 272: Community Activity Along
Scottsdale Road (Marchi)

the facility will incorporate the sale of art in a gallery open to the public.
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The proposed project needs to also respect the local architecture. In order to do so,
an analysis of the local vernacular and contemporary structures of similar function

1

to the Live.Work.Play.Learn facility was done. A restaurant [1], which shares the
intersection with the project site, is one of the few contemporary structures in
the area. Its use of steel is mostly found in sculptures around the downtown area.
The balcony, patio, and awning address the street in accordance with the 2009
Downtown Scottsdale Planning Ordinance and attract pedestrian traffic to the site.
It should inform the design aesthetic of the cafe, patio, and corner conditions on the
site chosen for the prototype facility.

Primary Roads
Secondary Roads
Tertiary Roads
Food Establishments

Figure 273: Map of Nearby Restaurants (Marchi,
Adapted from Bing)

Figure 274: [1] Example of Restaurant Typology and Corner Condition Nearby Site (Marchi)
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The site is located near a series of smaller scale multi-family residential units in
the area. The character of the nearby residential buildings range in materials and
aesthetic. The condos below at LOLOMA [2] employ a series of materials to create

2

a double-skinned facade that increases privacy and decreases direct sunlight,
while maintaining views towards the surrounding mountains. The northwest
facade is primarily glass with light-metal screening to block mid-day direct
sunlight. In contrast, the southern facade is skinned with painted aluminum
sheeting and has limited windows, all of which face west. The design of a prototype
facility should consider similar tactics for ensuring privacy, reducing heat gain
Primary Roads

and direct sunlight, and maximizing views to the surrounding mountain views.

Secondary Roads
Tertiary Roads
Residential Units

Figure 275: Residential Typology Nearby Site
(Marchi)

Figure 276: [2] Northwest Facade, LOLOMA
5 Live/Work Scottsdale (Personal Photo)

Figure 277: [2] South Facade, LOLOMA 5
Live/Work Scottsdale (Personal Photo)
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The character of the bus stop [3] bridges the local use of heavy masses like stone
and concrete, with the steel and aluminum culture new to Downtown Scottsdale. Its
location across from the project site informs the pedestrian activity along Scottsdale
Road and reaffirms the importance of historically respectful contemporary design.
The materiality of this sculptural bus stop reflects the tradition of Corten steel,

3

concrete, and copper in old town Scottsdale.

Primary Roads
Secondary Roads
Tertiary Roads

Figure 278: Bus Stop Sculpture Nearby Site
(Marchi)

Figure 279 & 280: [3] Scottsdale Transit Bus Stop along Scottsdale Road south of 2nd St.
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The site is within a five-minute walk from Scottsdale Health Care Osborn [4], the
Scottsdale Artist’s School and the Arizona School of Real Estate & Business. These
institutions strictly follow the local planning guidelines and reference the historical
architecture seen on Main Street. The medical plaza is considered for its step-backs
from the street and the contemporary interpretation of traditional local materials and

4

decorations. The brick and concrete are used functionally to assist in temperature
control and the reduction of noise from nearby vehicular traffic. The design of the
prototype facility should consider the temperature regulating benefits of concrete.

Primary Roads
Secondary Roads
Tertiary Roads
Health Care Facilities

Figure 281: Hospital Typology Nearby Site
(Marchi)

Figure 282: [4] Town Center Medical Plaza, E. 2nd St. and N. Brown Ave. (Personal Photo)
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Connect to Natural Settings: The site is within biking distance to the Greenbelt, a
1

paved path surrounded by grass and plants that connects northern Scottsdale to
downtown Tempe. More directly, the site is linked to two vital outdoor areas within

3

five to ten minutes walk. Northeast at the Civic Center Complex is a park-like area
2

1

where sculpture gardens and a reflecting pond link the Contemporary Art Museum,
the Scottsdale Public Library, the Civic Center Library, Scottsdale City Hall, and a
series of restaurants. Similarly, northwest of the site is the waterfront district known
as Southbridge. This mixed-use area connects a series of restaurants, shops, and

Figure 283: Macro Map of Scottsdale, AZ
(Marchi, Adapted from Bing)

Figure 284: [1] Greenbelt Bike Path,
(www.azcentral.com)

condos using grassy lawns, fountains, sculptures, and a recently built pedestrian
bridge. It intersects with the walking and biking path established along the canal.

Figure 285: [2] Scottsdale Civic Center
(Metro Views.net)

Figure 286: [3] Southbridge (Personal Photos)
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Although the site is located in an urban area, low-rise buildings surround the site,
leaving distant views to surrounding mountains primarily unobstructed. Thus, views
from the site extend to the natural scenery. Since Scottsdale is located within a valley,
it is surrounded by mountains. The concentration of closest mountains and optimal
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views is also towards the north, northeast, and southeast. Although the hospital
campus is located towards the southeast, the hospital is only three levels high, and
views beyond are possible at higher elevation on the project site.

Public Green Space
Views

Figure 287: Views Available from the Site
(Marchi, Adapted from Bing)

Figure 288: View of Four Peaks & the Red Mountains from Scottsdale (usa-metroshot.net)
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8 DESIGN PROPOSAL
Introduction
The implementation of a LiveWorkPlayLearn facility for adults with ASDs in an urban
context requires a balance between the site and context, comprehensive live.work.
play.learn program, and the design strategies. The design of the facility considers how
each of these areas effects the overall building form, materiality, and organization
of space. This project ultimately creates an integrated place for adults with autism
Figure 289: ASD Live.Work.Play.Learn Prototype
(Marchi)

spectrum disorders within the urban context. While the site organization, vocational
program, and outdoor spaces encourage public participation, the light well, terraces,
and atrium circulation that are carved from the building mass orient the focus of
ASD individuals inward. This balance between public spaces and inward orientation
helps to maximize privacy in the urban context while maintaining community
integration. Similarly, the facade plays with this idea of public and private fluctuation.
The metal mesh skin conceals parts of the building during the day hours when the
day therapeutic services are in session, and illuminates those areas of the building at
night. Overall, the design of the facility responds to the needs of adults with ASDs by
creating an environment that is enabling and improves their quality of life.
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Site & Context
In downtown Scottsdale, Arizona, the climate, the size and orientation of the site,
SCOTTSDALE ROAD

and the pedestrian behavior have a profound impact on the overall design of the
facility. Thus, the parti concept responds foremost to the site. Located in the heart of
Scottsdale, Arizona, the 21,726 SF parcel sits at the corner of Scottsdale Road and 2nd

ALLEY

2ND STREET

Street. The pedestrian traffic along Scottsdale Road informed the location of public
DROP OFF

SERVICE ENTRY

services towards the corner of the site, and pushed the more private residential
components of the facility towards the south west. This reinforces a sense of privacy
while maintaining community integration. In addition, the orientation of the

Figure 290: Building Site Plan (Marchi)

building projects shade on the pedestrian pathway; a key concept for encouraging
pedestrian interest in the Arizona heat. Similarly, the form of the building was
designed in a subtracted process that carved light wells, terraces, and courtyards
into the building to maximize access to nature from all areas of the building.
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Cafe & Art Gallery
Figure 291: Public Services at Corner (Marchi)
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Figure 292: Building Shadow Replaces Need for
Covered Walkway (Marchi)
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Green Space
Figure 293: Green Space Carved from Building
(Marchi)
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The social-communication issues of individuals within the ASD community demands
that there be a secondary entrance for individuals with more challenging behaviors.
Thus, there are two secondary entrances for those in either the residential units or
using the day services. The main entrance, which has a drop off lane and a handicap
parking space along Scottsdale Road, is shared between residents, those receiving
Figure 294: View to Cafe from Scottsdale Road
& 2nd Street (Marchi)

day services, and occasionally, the public. Although some portions of the main
building are open to the public, the primary public zone is the [1] cafe/gallery and
the [2] outdoor garden areas.
SECONDARY ENTRY

Figure 295: View to Entrance from Scottsdale
Rd. (Marchi)

2

1

SCOTTSDALE ROAD

Figure 296: View to Back Entrance Along Alley
(Marchi)

Figure 297: Ground Level Floor Plan (Marchi)
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Figure 298: Floor 1 (Marchi)
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Figure 299: Floor 2 (Marchi)
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Figure 300: Floor 3 (Marchi)
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Figure 301: Section 1 (Marchi)

Figure 303: Section 3 (Marchi)

Figure 302: Section 2 (Marchi)
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Organizational Concepts
LiveWorkPlayLearn Program: The zones of programed space are primarily informed
by privacy. From here, organizational separation of live.work.play.learn zones
were distinguished. Although a horizontal stacking of program was considered,
due to the square footage within each functional zone and the desire to organize
residential components into pods of three or four apartments, the building
organization turned towards a horizontal separation of residential from other
program elements. This allows for a clear delineation of
Figure 304: Functional Organization of Space
(Marchi)
Residential
Therapeutic
Public
Staff

public zones through separate vertical circulation sectioned off by fire doors.

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1

Figure 305: Functional Breakdown of Zones
(Marchi)

private and semi-

Figure 306: Organization of Space Informs Circulation Routes (Marchi)
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The ground level of the day services facility includes the [1] public
gallery,

13 15
14

9
10
12 11

7
2

cafe &

[2] lobby space, [3] commercial kitchen, [4] multi-purpose hall, [5]

food technology lab,

[6]

art therapy studio, [7] aeroponic garden, and [8]

support services. Access to the second floor through the atrium stairwell
is directed away from building entrance to discourage public access.
Similarly, the residential areas on the ground floor are isolated towards the south of
the building. The residential pods include four [9] single-occupant apartments, [10] a

8
6

1

care-giver station, [11] hydrotherapy room, [12] laundry room, [13] sensory room, [14]
kitchen, and [15] living room on each level. The residential layout is repeated with minor
adjustments on each floor. In addition, each floor has access to a courtyard or terrace.

3

4

5

Figure 307: Ground Floor, Functional Diagram
(Marchi)

Figure 308: Cafe + Gallery (Marchi)
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The second level includes a similar breakdown of services but is not open to the
1

2

public. Day therapy services on this floor include an [1] occupational/sensory therapy

3

room, [2] game room, [3] life skills lab, and [4] sensory garden. The residential units

5

on this floor include access to a [5] terrace .

4

Figure 309: Floor 2, Functional Diagram (Marchi)

The third level is dedicated primarily to staff support and administration. This
maximizes views to the mountains for [6] staff and [7] administration. The third floor

6

is also the primary location for the [8] horticulture therapy and vocation inside the
7

8

aeroponic farm. Since there are three levels of residential services, there can be a
separation of gender or challenges by floor level, whichever is preferred by the staff.

Figure 310: Floor 3, Functional Diagram (Marchi)

Figure 311: Commercial Aeroponic Farm, 3rd
Floor (Marchi)

Figure 312: Floor 3, Aeroponic Farm for Vocational and Therapeutic Services (Marchi)
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CAMELBACK
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Connect to Nature On Site: The therapeutic environment is enriched by access

RED MTN

to nature, thus requiring incorporation of nature throughout the design of the

FOUR PEAKS

building. Since the site is a small urban parcel of land within a desert environment,
it is challenging to design a lush landscaped environment. In response, landscape
penetrates the interior of the site, where the building can act as a shading mechanism.

Figure 313: Primary Views to Mountains
(Marchi)

Private terrace shared by
residents on each level
with gardens and vines

Aeroponic farm display in light well
for public with vine wall for extra
shade on south and west facades

Biophilic oval atrium with native
trees and mesh walls to engage
visual and tactile senses

Figure 314: Green Space (Marchi)

Outdoor patio for cafe seating
shaded by native mesquite trees
Ficus Benjamina Trees

Figure 315: Ground Floor, Access to Nature (Marchi)

SCOTTSDALE ROAD
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This penetration of nature in the mass of the building help to maximize views to
nature from air conditioned interior spaces during summer months, thus allowing
the spaces towards the center of the building the same access to nature as those
along the exterior facade of the building. For instance, on the ground floor, there
is direct access to public and private courtyards from common areas, the lobby,
and the cafe. On the second floor, a sensory garden and play area compliment the
occupational/sensory therapy room for use by adults on the autism spectrum. This
roof garden/play area is one of the more safe outdoor spaces, protected from the
public and completely enclosed by a mesh facade. The visual permeability of the
mesh allows individuals to view the mountains through the facade.

Figure 316: Floor 2, Views to Nature (Marchi)

Figure: Floor 2, Roof Top Garden & Views (Marchi)
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The second floor also experiences nature in the [1] oval atrium space, where trees
reach towards the sky, and in the [2] aeroponic light well, where individuals can
look down towards the growing vegetables and herbs. These views to nature can
also act as landmarks that help individuals orient themselves within the building. In
addition, each residential unit has access to a [3] private balcony with views to the
surrounding mountains and space to grow plants.

1

2

3

Figure 318: Floor 2 (Marchi)

Figure 319: Floor 2, Resident Balcony (Marchi)

Figure 320: Aeorponic Light well on Floor 3
(Marchi)
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On each floor, residents have access to a terrace or a courtyard. These are private
areas where residents can go to draw, relax, unwind, or engage their senses. Views
to these areas from residential common areas and hallways help to bring nature
to those who wish to remain unengaged with the outside temperatures, sounds,
or other people. This allows those who are less social to have control over their
Figure 321: Residential Common Area View to
Courtyards (Marchi)

Figure 323: Residential Courtyard Section (Marchi)

environment while still engaging with the therapeutic benefits associated with
viewing nature.
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Application of Design Strategies
Physical and Perceived Boundaries: Transition between zones, circulation corridors,
and larger common areas require privacy and proxemics devices that create
physical or perceived boundaries. This allows individuals to feel comfortable in
social situations or passively engaged in activities. The main oval atrium space is
a common place for gathering, thus requiring a few different types of boundaries.
Here, a mesh barrier is used to allow light and visual permeability while physically
separating spaces. Similarly, trees act as boundaries dividing up zones of space
Figure 323: Physical Boundary Permeable to
Views (Marchi)

within this atrium. Finally, the furniture placed in this area, as in other areas, acts to
cushion conversation and predetermine distances between individuals. Some may
desire to put an object between them and another person when in conversation
with that person, or else they may desire to passively participate with the activity on
the other side of the boundary. In other parts of the building, glass and a mesh skin
facade are used to create physical boundaries.

Figure 324: Furniture and Plants in Atrium act
as Proxemics Boundaries (Marchi)
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Double Sided Back to Back Bench Wall
Trees
Metal Mesh Screen Walls

Figure 325: Floor 1, Oval Atrium (Marchi)

Figure 326: Oval Atrium (Marchi)
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Acoustical Cushions: Acoustical separation is envisioned in this project through the
separation of active zones during the planning stages of design, extension of walls
through the ceiling cavity from floor to floor, and finally the use of thickened wall
cavities. In the therapeutic zones, activity rooms and classrooms are separated with
quiet rooms, storage, toilets, and niche space. Similarly, within the public zone, the
cafe and gallery are isolated from other services. The therapy rooms are separated
from the public with the oval atrium, and an outdoor garden. Thus, limited noise
transference from individuals inside the facility will translate to the public realm and
vice versa. In the residential zone, apartments are organized such that plumbing
areas are abutted, and floor plans are mirrored. This allows the sleeping areas and
Figure 327: Support Space Between Active
Space (Marchi)

Figure 328: Mirrored Residential Units (Marchi)

balconies to be isolated from one another.
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The overall planning of the facility has also considered the noise from the external
urban environment. For example, residential units are pushed to the south, to
distance them from the Scottsdale Road and 2nd Street intersection. Similarly,
learning spaces are located along the west facade of the building, away from the
trafficked Scottsdale Road along the east facade. Lastly, the areas where day services
or residential units approach either Scottsdale Road or 2nd Street, a stairwell, quiet
room, or storage block sound transfer from the external environment.

Stairs cushion sounds from
penetrating into residential
apartments from traffic on
Scottsdale Rd.

SCOTTSDALE ROAD

Figure 329: Acoustical Cushions in Residential Zones (Marchi)
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Diffused Clerestory Light: Clerestory lighting in this project has been implemented in
a number of ways. In learning environments, high placed windows limit distractive
views outwards while allowing natural light to penetrate into the space. The skin
encompassing the building facade acts as the primary diffusing device. Thus, light
from clerestory windows is softened by the mesh skin and heat transfer is reduced.
Figure 330: Art Therapy Studio, Clerestory
Lighting (Marchi)

In the oval atrium, natural daylight is diffused by a mesh wrapped sculptural shading
device and louvers. On the third floor in the staff and administration areas, fins and
overhangs block direct light from penetrating the rooms.

Mesh Shading
Sculpture

Figure 331: Food Technology Lab, Clerestory
Windows (Marchi)

Fins and
Overhangs

Figure 332: Texo Mesh Clad Truss Louvers, Base
Structures (Base.com)

Figure 333: Therapy Section, Diffused Clerestory Lighting (Marchi)
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The residential areas incorporate diffused lighting and diffused clerestory lighting.
In the womb-like living and sleeping areas of each apartment, there are clerestory
windows protected by the mesh skin facade. In hallway of each apartment, which
connects the living space to the bathroom and kitchen, there is a larger full length
window that is protected from glare using the mesh skin facade as well as overhangs
from the balcony.

Metal mesh
covers roof sculpture and roof
trusses to diffuse direct light between 12pm-4pm

Figure 334: Perforated Metal Skin, Tampa
Museum of Art (McNichols.com)

Covered
balconies
and
perforated
metal
skin facade diffuse light in apartments

Figure 335: Balcony Windows Diffused By Mesh
(Marchi)

Figure 336: Exploded Axon, Diffused Lighting Diagram (Marchi)
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Variety of Spatial Volumes: This project includes a variety of spatial volumes in order
to offer choice to users who have specific social or perceptual challenges. The spaces
that have been carved away from the main footprint of the building create open
volumes of different sizes, shapes, and functions. The residential opening is stacked
with orthogonal terraces that step back, opening up to the sky and offering a variety
Figure 337: Three Cavities Respond to Three
Zones (Marchi)

of garden spaces within. The aeroponic light well is a tall and narrow opening within
the heart of the building that divides the residential circulation from the therapeutic
circulation. This is a womb-like cavity within the building that is nestled with plants.
It can be a place for escape. The oval atrium is the largest of the openings, and the
most social. Thus, allowing for individuals with different proxemic preferences to
interact with one another as appropriate to their individual needs.

Figure 338: Longitudinal Section, Cavities of Space (Marchi)
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Quiet Room

Escape Space: The availability of escape space within each floor is extremely
important. The most beneficial escape space allows individuals to readjust their
sensory and social control over their environment. In this facility the access to green
space from common areas is used as the primary recalibration zone. In the residential
common areas, access to courtyards allows individuals to escape from unwanted
social encounters or unwanted sensory stimulation. In addition, individuals using
the day services have access to a rooftop that contains a sensory garden and play
areas. On the interior, there is escape space in the form of niches off circulation, quiet
rooms off classrooms, and sensory rooms off common living spaces (see Figure 342).

Figure 339: View to Quiet Room from Classroom
(Marchi)

Figure 340: Roof Garden on Floor 2 from
Classrooms (Marchi)

Figure 341: Residential Common Area Access to Courtyards (Marchi)
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Exit from multi-purpose space to
a landscaped pathway that leads
around building back to entrance

Access

from

each

classroom to a quiet room

Access to niche space
from

circulation zones

Secondary lobby space
access from public lobby
Access to sensory rooms from
common residential areas
Access to courtyard and
terrace

gardens

from

common residential areas

Figure 342: Ground Floor, Public and Active Therapeutic Areas with Escape Space (Marchi)
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Niche Space: A particularly important type of escape space, and also a social space,
is the niche. This special space is either in the form of a pop out room, that sits
directly off of circulation, or else is the cluster of seating within widened circulation.
In this project, the niche room is clad in wood, in contrast to the metal and painted
walls throughout the circulation. This allows for easy identification of the niche,
to encourage usage. As a embracing curved form with a low ceiling, it provide an
intimate setting for two individuals to converse, or a single individual to retreat.
Open to the circulation, this space allows individuals to sustain participation in the
activities of the circulation atrium. The niche on the second floor that pushes the
envelop out into the roof garden allows for passive participation through a window
Figure 343: Niche Space, Floor 2 (Marchi)

to the outside.

Figure 344: Niche Space, Floor 1 (Marchi)

Figure 345: Niche Space, Floor 1 Oval Atrium (Marchi)
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View to Nature within Circulation: The distraction associated with exterior views
requires that the size and number of windows, with views to the larger world, are
limited within the learning areas. Thus, it is challenging to incorporate views to nature
suggested by research in the field of biophilia. In response to this challenge, this
project places views to nature within transition space. As a zone where concentration
is less crucial, views to nature transform circulation space into a restorative
environment while also improving wayfinding by acting as landmarks. Throughout
this building, the carved light wells, terraces, and atrium space connects circulation
paths to nature. These carved openings also allow large amounts of natural light to
enter into the building. The trees and vegetation help to filter that light.
Figure 346: Residential Zone, Floor 1 (Marchi)

In the residential zone, peristyle circulation revolves around a central courtyard and
a series of terraces. As an individual turns the corner of his or her residential corridor,
they not only have views to outdoor activity and nature, but they also are provided
visual preview through clear glazing. As an alternative to rounded corners, clear
glazing allows visual connection to help individuals prepare for social interactions.

Figure 347: Peristyle Circulation with Views to
Nature (Marchi)
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The public zone and therapeutic zone revolve around the aeroponic light well and
the oval atrium. Both spaces create a peristyle circulation path around a plant filled
cavity. Primarily as landmarks, these views to nature encourage engagement in the
aeroponic farm on the third floor and in the social atrium at the ground floor of
the oval cavity. The oval cavity is an interior landscaped atrium with trees, plants,
Figure 348: View to Aeroponic Light Well, Floor
3 (Marchi)

and tables to encourage gatherings. The aeroponic light well is an exterior space,
open to the air. These two nature and light filled spaces are viewed directly upon
entry into the building. As an individual moves through the space horizontally and
vertically these will serve as landmarks. The elevator is located directly beside the
aeroponic light well, while the grand staircase is located within the oval atrium.
Since all programmed space is pushed towards the exterior of the floor plates,

Figure 349: Views to Nature, Floor 3 (Marchi)

the views to nature within circulation exist primarily towards the interior of the
building, creating an inward focused plan. Views towards the mountains and distant
natural environments are concentrated within the staff offices and the residential
apartments.

Figure 350: View to Oval Atrium Trees, Floor 2
(Marchi)

Figure 351: Nature & Light Shafts Carved into Building, Section 3 (Marchi)
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Curved Corners at Circulation Nodes: As a landmark, preview device, and sensory
tool, curved corners provide an essential function within circulation space. Rather
than curving the circulation like a spine, the corridors should retain a rectilinear
organization to help individuals maintain a sense of direction. Instead, the curved
shapes should be used to replace sharp corners where paths intersect. Curved
corners in circulation is desirable in a facility for adults with ASDs because it not only
reduces anxiety caused by blind corners, but the perforated curved walls encourage
Figure 352: View beyond Oval Stair, Entrance
Floor 1 (Marchi)

occupants to engage their tactile senses.

The primary application of this guideline is expressed in the oval atrium. This atrium,
located within the day services zone, allows individuals to navigate the primary
horizontal and vertical circulation portal around a centralized landmark. Seen from
the entrance of the building, the curving forms direct individuals up stairs towards
therapy classrooms, expanding and contracting in juxtaposition with the rectilinear
partition walls enclosing the classrooms.

Figure 353: Curved Corners in the Primary
Circulation Corridor, Floor 2 (Marchi)
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On the upper floors, this curving form extends beyond its function as a sculptural
landmark to become functional. As a barrier, it acts as a more robust railing . The
semi-permeable mesh walls extend six feet into the air to prevent individuals from
climbing or jumping from the upper levels of the atrium. The material of the barriers
also allows individuals to maintain a visual connection to the activity and trees
within the atrium space below. In addition, the material and curving form of the
barriers provides a visual preview at corridor intersections and encourages tactile
Figure 354: Preview around Oval Stair/Corridor,
Floor 2 (Marchi)

engagement to aid flow.

Figure 355: Tactile Engagement with Curved Corners, Floor 3 (Marchi)
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Conclusion
This project is meant to reinforce the growing interest in autism-specific design
that has been informed by the ten fold increase in diagnosis rates in the past ten
years. Primarily, it is in response to the limited number of facilities for adults with
ASDs, and the even fewer guidelines that inform those facilities. It is hoped that this
project informs a new approach to facilities used by adults with ASDs; one that does
not merely accommodate their basic needs, but also enables and appropriately
stimulates them such that it improves their quality of life. Since there are few facilities
that provide comprehensive services for adults with ASDs, and even fewer that
respond to the specific mental, physical, and social challenges faced by individuals
with ASDs, this project hopes to act as a prototype facility.

It is extremely challenging to respond to the entire spectrum of needs within the
diverse ASD population. As a result many designers remove all forms of stimulation
from facilities built for children or adults with ASDs. This is not the solution. A blank
environment void of all sensory stimulation is like a prison cell. Although more
research regarding the universal and primary deficits of individuals along the
spectrum is needed, it can be argued that variety in a building can help designers
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engage different individuals using different tactics. Individuals can find their place
within a building and escape to the proper environment pleasing to their immediate
needs. Further research regarding the pleasing and therapeutic aspects of the
built environment is necessary to expand upon this project. It would be helpful
to understand the typical response of individuals along the spectrum of ASDs to
specific aspects of the built and natural environments. For now, creating a variety of
spaces with varying degrees of stimulation, multiple way-finding tactics, and plenty
of diverse opportunities for escape are the most reliable design applications for
accommodating individuals along the entire spectrum.

This project hopes to also inform the design of facilities not specifically geared
towards individuals with ASDs, but those that serve the greater population. Some
of the strategies explored in this project can be applied elsewhere to aid individuals
with ASDs and cognitive disabilities in any environment. These same strategies
also aid neuro-typical navigation of a building. For instance, landmarks, nature,
preview around curved corners, social niche space, and escape space to gardens are
applicable in nearly all building types and aid individuals along the entire spectrum.
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If all building types design for the needs of the cognitive impaired, just as they are
required to design for ADA, perhaps in the future, more individuals with ASDs will be
able to live and work independently within the community.

Figure 356: Night View from South (Marchi)
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Final Presentation Materials

Figure 357: Presentation Board 1 (Marchi)
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Figure 358: Presentation Board 2 (Marchi)
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Figure 359: Presentation Board 3 (Marchi)
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Figure 360: Presentation Board 4 (Marchi)
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Figure 361: Presentation Board 5 (Marchi)
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COMMUNITY INTEGRATION

Figure 362: Presentation Board 6 (Marchi)

PUBLIC V. PRIVATE ENTRY

EAST V. WEST
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Figure 363: Final Presentation Model(Marchi)
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APPENDIX

Parti Model 1 (Marchi)

Parti Model 1 in Context (Marchi)

Parti Model 2 (Marchi)

Parti Model 2 in Context (Marchi)

Parti Model 3 (Marchi)

Parti Model 3 in Context (Marchi)
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Parti Model 4 (Marchi)

Parti Model 1 in Context (Marchi)

Parti Model 5 (Marchi)

Parti Model 5 in Context (Marchi)
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